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DONOHUE DIES IN OJEDA

WILLI A Al Gl'Y.
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AKD II. PRESTON.
A H NOLI) WEISENG-ANGER- .
WILLIAM FRENCH,
or
Griffin.
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DISPLAYS MIGHT HAVE PAI
HIM TO OBE

UNIQUE
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COMMAND

Besides this list of 37 identified
dead and the 19 unidentified bodies
in tho morgues, the authorities have
reports of about 10 bodies recovered FAMOUS BASEBALL
PLAYER'S WITH LITTLE
BAND 5F FEDERBANK CASHIER WHO REFUSES TO
by individual searchers and placed in
DEATH NOT. KNOWN UNTIL
ALS MEXICAN GENERAL OUTPUT UP HANDS IS SHOT
houses on the edge of the flooded area.
THIS
AFTERNOON.
WITS
INSURGENTS.
in
sections of the city,
TO DEATH
away debris
The work of the searching
and it was feared bodies might be at work in the flooded Scioto parties
flood
found in these masses of wreckage. district
today increased the list of OCCURRED
FIVE WEEKS AGO CUTS WAY THROUGH RANKS ROBBER MEETS SAME FATE
With well organized crews doing this bodies recovered from the water to
"
took food io persons SO. The water was
work, others
subsiding rapidly
still marooned in Riverdaie and and the work of rescue was thus DEAD MAN WAS THE GREATEST AFTER A SECOND HARD BATTLE IN
ATTEMPTING TO GET AWAY
North Dayton. It was believed, how- made easier.
FIRST BASEMAN BASEBALL
HE AGAIN ENTERS OLD
HE IS KILLED BY A POSSE
ever, that by nightfall moei of these
The military
authorities allowed
HAS EVER KNOWN.
NACO.
GARRISON,
OF CITIZENS
people could get out, so rapidly was hundreds to return to uieir homes in
the water receding.
the flooded area to make repairs and
The city water works, which have clean up their houses.
OF
WORLD'S
The health HERO
SERIES WILL BE MIGHTY
CAREFUL BARNES, KANSAS,
IS SCENE
been out of commission since Tues- authorities took
charge of the cleanday moining, were restored at noon ing up process.
IN 1906 HE PLAYED WITH THE REBELS WILL NOT ATTACK LOYROBERT I. BROWN IS THE VICTI today, relieving which has been one
A looter was shot anu killed early
CHICAGO
AMERICANS
AL TROOPS FOR FEAR OF
of the serious phases of the situation today on the West side. The shot is
OF BANDIT, WHOSE NAME IS
here.
AGAINST NATIONALS.
HURTING AMERICANS.
said to have been tired by a private
NOT KNOWN
Official reports and Identification of the
Marysville company. The lootof flood victims pomed in steadily to er's body dropped into the water and
Chicago, March 29. The fact that
Naco, Ariz , March 29. Again Gen
Barnes, Kan., March 29. Robert I.
day. As fast as the bodies were iden- was not recovered.
Many shots were John "Jiggs" Donohue. the former eral Pedro Ojeda and his 4i0 federals
cashier of the Barnes State
tified they were buried. The revised fired at looters by state troops on
Brown,
Chicago American league first base- have cut their way through the state
'
was
lint f, fnr rpimrteH chna-m- l
shot and killed today by a
iho
man who won fame in th world's troops' lines and today are safe in bank,
l&ucuu uui iug Lufj eauy morning.
who
man
robbed the institution.
had
lowing dead:
How to Help Sufferers.
series games in 1006 between the two Naco, Sonora. General Alfaro Obre-gon- ,
BE
ALEXANDER FORD.
Later a posse of citizens shot the rob-hGovernor Cos today issued the fol-- j Chicago
of the insurgents, has ordered
league teams, is dead, be.MRS.
to death as he was trying to esBOWEN.
lowing
proclamation as to relief came known here today.
no attack be made on the border
that
'
I. MASON.
fro mtown with a bag oi gold.
cape
work:
The man, who was termed the town unless it may be done with the
MRS.
HAWKINS.
Brown met death wnen, instead oi
"In
order
to
the
situation
simplify
Rush of Important Telegrams Will Prevent Anxious Kinsmen From
greatest first baseman he has ever least danger to American citizens and
MISS HAWKE.
growing out of requests coming from known, by President Comiskey of the soldiers on the Arizona side. A obeying the order to throw up
With
Ones
Loved
in
the
Declares
MRS. JAMES WALLACE.
Communicating
he grabbed a revolver and firDaytcn,
every direction with reference to local American league ctub, died in strong patrol of the Fifth and Ninth
S.
S.
CUPP.
at
robber.
ed
the
Chief of Police United States Will Take Charge of Work
funds and supplies, we suggest the an insane
asylum near Columbus, United States cavalry ;b drawn up
was
Brown
at the counter counties
CHRIST POLK.
following arrangement.:
Ohio, five weeks ag. sirs. Donohue here.
of Preventing Epidemic of Disease Looters Are
VIRGINIA SNYDER.
when he was confronted by a.
money
"That all supplies in the future be was notified.
In yesterday's fighting below, the
Shot Dead By Militiamen While Engaged in
HOWARD SNYDER.
man pointing two revolvers at
consigned to Colonel Edward T. MilThe player's first big league en- border Ojeda, although surrounded by masked
MRS.
CLEMENCEAU
or
cLEMhim.
in
of
Bodies
the
Houses
.
and
ler,
relief
charge
general
Bobbing
gagement was under "Connie" MacK more than 1,000
constitutionalists,
SON.
"Put them up," was the robber'a
depot, Columbus, Ohio, and that all at Milwaukee
the
of cut through the lines and during the
during
infancy
GEORGE MORGEMTIALER.
command.
funds be sent to Colonel M. L. Wil the American
league. In 1906 he ac- night arrived at his old garrison at
GEORGE BLITZ.
Brown, instead, ducked, reached inson, treasurer of the commission rep1,986 chances at first case, a Naco.
The federals lost five killed
Estimates of the number .of per- have one pumping station working
cepted
MR.
QUINLAN.
a drawer, got his revolver and had
to
the
Red
Cross, the state record which has never been
resenting
sons who perished In the Ohio and within 48 hours, which would provide
equalled. and three wounded while the state
MRS.
YOUNG.
it without effect in the roband
the
It
is
desirable
emptied
citizenship.
"Jiggs" also has the record on the forces lost three killed and 12 woundIndiana Hoods still differed widely the hydrants with water in case of B. G. HADKREADER.
before a bullet Turouh
ber's
direction
that there be submitted by wire a fewest number of chances in
a sin- ed. The wounded were taken to
fire.
early today, especially at Dayton.
FRANK C. SCOTT, 5 years old.
killed
statement giving car .numbers and
the
him, "
head
In the Beckei house, which was at
gle game, on May 23, 190C, having Donglas.
Money and supplies are pouring in
JOHN MeCONNELL.
John
assistant
cashier, apcharacter
of supplies that are shipPotter,
one. He made one assist. It
from practically every part of North first supposed to have been burned
It is impossible to obtai definite- ped. There is every indication that only
was met
door
and
back
at
the
peared
had never been known in baseball
America, including Canada and Alas- with heavy loss of life, the water nev- ly
Railroads Are Cut.
re
any information concerning people the Ohio rivet-wU- l
robbers
from
the
bullets
two
reach
the
by
highest
ka. Even the fat- away island pos- er reached'the second floor. The lob- in the flooded districts. As fast as
Dciore wnere a tiro oaseman was notj. E1 paso
March 29. The
.- himin
track
its
b
which,
neither
of
Calls
for food given a chance to make at least one
stage
volver,
history.
session of Hawaii nas made a sub- by, however, like every other building bodies of the dead
American mining settlements about
sneerape identified the and clothing are coming from unexin
not
this,"
better
'Yo.t
get
'
put outstantial contribution.
in the flooded district, was
inches names are
Parral, Chihuahua, today are cut off ed th'i robber, who kept Potter covbeing sent out by the news pected parts of the state. A critiwas one of nine brothers,
Governor Cox said he had received deep with mud.
"Jiggs"
entirely from railway or telegraph ered while he gathered into a bag
associations, and these lists, the com- cal situation developed in ail Ohio
an oi wnom were oasenan players. communication with the
contributions amouting to $1,000,000
Nine Western Union operators were mittee declares, must, rn the circumUnited
been spread be-- .
river towns, we are greatly in need Donohue
derived
the nickname states or the interior or Mexico. Chi- - ?C00 in gold that had
in money and that every hour brings marooned in their office for 42 hours. stances, suffice.
of help."
counter.
on
the
fore Brown
additional aid.
Jiggs" from his clog dancing.
cut the
huahua constitutionalists
They subsisted on a barrel of cabbage
Beautiful weather today rendered
He then left the bank on the run..
The latest estimate of dead in var- which floated down the alley at the much more endurable
Chibelow
Mexican
Centra'i railway
the condition
Flood O.i the Ohio Expected.
alarmed by the shots, wem-iCitizens,
folious cities of Ohio and Indiana
Another refu- - of thousands of homeless. Food is
side of the building.
huahua CHy. The road previously
March 29. Here is
Washington,
pursuit before he covered a block.
lows.
gee in this place was a horse, which being distributed expeditiously, ut
had been cut below Torreon.
flood
three blocks of the bank he.
Within
bulletin
issued
special
today's
In Ohio.
stood in the water for 21 hours and it is impossible, However, to provide
by the weather bureau:
fell before a volley of bullets, si ill
150.
Dayton,
partook liberally of the cabbage. Then, milk for the thousands of babies in
INSURANCE MEN ON TRIAL
"The state of the Ohio river ut BALLOT
'
clutching the bag of gold in his hand-H- e
Miamisburg, 60.
suddenly, it bolted into the street this city,' including scores born since Pittsburg
M.
29. Harry
St. Louis, March
was 24.6
died within a few minutes.
Saturday
morning
Hamilton, 75.
and was drowned.
the flood came.
and
feet, a fall of 5.6 feet since Friday
Coudroy, former congressman,
The robber could not be identified- Piqua, 50.
Federal Sanitary Experts Called
In a statement issued by the citi- morning. Reports from the stretch
LEADER OF PROGRESSIVE PARTY Harry B. Gardner, began their defense He apparently was about 35 years old
'
Columbus, CO.
Secretary of War Garrison arrived zens' relief " committee today it was between Pittsburg and
in the federal district court here to-- and Is believed to have been a mem-da- y,
Parkersburg
SO DECLARES TO GOVERNOR
18.
Tiffin,
at Dayton this afternoon and at a declared that no further donations of are
where they are on trial on a I her of the "Wymore gang" of bank:
missing.
OF WISCONSIN
Chillicothe, 18.
conference with John H. Patterson, cast-of- f
would be accepted
clothing
Cincinnati the morning stage
"At
charge of using the mails to defraud, robbers that has robbed a number of.
Middletown, 14.
cnairman or a committee or ii, ae-- because of the fear by this means was 66 feet, 16 feet above the flood
in the promotion of the Continental banks along the Nebraska-Kansa- s
line
Madison, Wis., March 29. In reFremont, 14.
cided to order federal sanitary experts some epidemic might be brought
InLife
and a furtner rise of about
the
Assurance
and
stage,
the
within
few
company
last
years."
to
a
sponse
telegram sent by Richard
Masillon, 5.
here. Absolute curfew regulations are here. Committees in charge of polic- two feet is
Brown was 40 years old. He leaves
expected. Present indi- Lloyd Jones, asking that he wire Gov- ternational Fire Insurance company.
Troy, 9.
maintained and no one can be out ing and receiving donations in all cit- cations at Cincinnati
to a ernor McGovern his
was
L.
who
point
bookkeepO.'Rear,
widow and three children. .
a
Harry
position on woZanesville, 4.
after 6 o'clock.
ies are urged to refuse old clothing, omewhat lower crest stage than
er for the two companies, testified
The wound which killed the robman
toTheodore
Roosevelt
12.
suffrage,
Harrison,
no matter from whence it comes, as first reported, about G8 feet, rather
Messages Are Futile
books
on
that
the
the
shown
$56,000
there was only one found on
ber
day telegraphed the governor as folValley Junction, 6.
Announcement was made by the re- it would be refused at Dayton and than near 70 feet.
as
been paid to Gardner did his body was made by a bullet fired,
having
lows:
Cleves, t.
lief committee today that until con- only burden the transportation facil"At Louisville the morning stage is-"I earnestly hope mat all progres- not go to him personally, but was paid it is believed, by a 17 year old boy,
In Indiana.
ditions become normal no private mes- ities.
41.1 feet, 13 feet above the flood
James Clark
clG.k, who leu the
sives in the Wisconsin legislature will out in salaries.
Peru, 20.
Foodstuffs, and particularly bread, stage. A further rise is expected.
sages to persons here will be delivW. II. Thompson testified that he chase. It entered the left side Just
the
16.
amendment.
support
We,
Brookville,
suffrage
ered or answered, as the wire capa are wanted. There are few ovens,
com-"Reports from Evansville are miss- in America, shoull lead the
below the heart.
in this served as treasurer of the two
Fort Wayne, 6. ,
way
outin
homes
these
and
to
to
only
the
is
utmost
inditaxed
private
1 909
from
The
last
city
carry
that
ing.
to
from
point
October
panies
June,
4.movement.
We
dm not have to point
Terre Haute,
side the flooded districts, in opera- cated the lowlands would be inunofficial and public business.
TO FEOPEN INQUEST
to what has been done abroad. The 1910, but never actually handle any
The company expressed the wish tion here.
dated.
was! Chicago, March 29. Coroner Hoff-$o0- 0
He
said
that
money.
lis
salary
Pacific coast and Rocky Mountai
Dayton Again Optimistic
that people throughout the country re"The Cairo stage this morning was states have
a month.
man announced today that he would
tried the experiment and
29.
March
Citizens
of
of
Dead
DayList
Dayton,
frain from sending messages of in49.1 feet, 4.1 feet
above the flood
W.
H. Douglas testified that, the
the inquest held over the body
it
has
worked
admirably.
ton swarmed over the central part of quiry concerning the safety of relaColumbus, O., March 29. The iden- stage. The river at that point will
- of Clinton S. Woolfolk, 38 years old,
board
directors
authorized
of
the
pay"There is no difference between the
the city today for tie first time since tives and friends here, as such are tified dead reported at the various rise more slowly for the next few
the wealthy president of the Realty
work of the best women and the best ment of 24 per cent in commissions
"
rushflood
the
when
the
morning,
today
in
morgues
city
flood
Tuesday
futile.
throughout
the
The
situation
to Gardner.
days.
Realization
company, who was found
men, and it seems to me sheer noned over the town. The military anwere :
Death List Amounts xo 800.
lower Mississippi remains
in
Evanston home Wednes- his
dead
when
are
both
sense,
doing the highMRS.
nounced that those who would dare
GREENLEE.
Dayton, Ohio, March 29. Though
a
snot
witu
Buu lvm5 on tbe floor
day
GOTCH FEELS GOOD
est kind of work for good citizenship,
MRS. SARAH SCOVILLE.
the mud and occasional patches ofja search of the flooded districts here
entire
The
upper part ot bis
29.
March
With
Humboldt, la.,
that the artificial line of sex should
flood in the hollows, might cross the indicated that the loss of life in Day- ALBERT UNDERWOOD, 11 years
100 Dead In Hamilton.
.torn
been
had
away by a dis- to
that
be
it
"felt
goodiskuJ1
as
say
one
except
thing
form
anl
drawn,
regards
bridges from other parts of the city ton will be not more than 1350 to 200, eld.
Hamilton, O., March 29. Less than
f
tne
charSe
weapon.
be in the game again," Frank Gotch
one form of that work, the exer-U-o
; at
without official permission.
a meeting of the undertakers it! MRS DELIA McNERNEY.
a hundred is the estimate today of only
left this afternoon for Kansas City,! lbo kroner a jury, which was com- ise of right of suffrage
'
The Are loss in the center ot u.e was announced mat a concensus of
STOTTLER.
JOHN
the dead in the flood here.
I
where on Tuesday night he is to Pse(1 of Wends and neighbors of the
MRS. JOHN STOTTLER.
city covers only four blocks," lying their opinion put the total dead at
As the water recedes the evidence
MORGAN SERIOUSLY ILL
wrestle
with George Lurich. His man- - victim, returned a verdict declaring
within the district bounded by Jeffer- 800.
WALTER BECKER.
These estimates were based
of the property destruction is more
March 29. An uncon
London,
Emil
'
Klank, and trainers accom- - that death had been caused by tho
son, St. Clair, Fourth and Second merely on general c ondit ions, and
MRS.
KEYES.
apparent but the death toll, it is be- ed dispatch from Rome to the Ex panled him.
accidental discharge of the weapon
streets.
MRS. JAMES COOPER and two lieved, will not exceed one hundred.
Dayton citizens today renewed efforts
while he was cleaning it.
change
company,
says:
Telegraph
The Western Union succeeded to-- : to explore every recess of the city children.
Because of the demoralized condi"Herbert L. Satterlee,
Today Coroner Hoffman, after talkofj
COTTON STATISTICS.
in establishing a telegraph office to ascertain if their reckoning was
GITS CAVEN
tion Governor Cox today assigned J. Pierpont Morgan, admitted today
with Frederick W. Arndt, who was
ing
in the Beckei house in the center of correct.
Washington, March 29 The cenCLAUDE HAZELETT.
Colonel Zimmerman of the Ohio Na that Mr. Morgan has not left his
foreman of the jury, announced the
hotel
the city and was immediately swamp-- '
H. O. M ASHEN.
Large rescue parties went out totional Guard in charge o the flood since Eastern Sunday, w hen he be- - sus bureau today issued Its report inquest would be reopened and a
ed with telegrams from persons de- - clay to succor the sufferers and
MRS. H. O. M ASHEN.
situation here. Colonel Zimmerman came , during chur,h services and showing cotton seed statistics for the thorough inquiry would bo made Into
1912 crop as follows:
to assure friends and relatives cover the dead. The sewerage, gas
MRS. O. C. TOY.
the circumstances of the man's death.
already has arrived from Columbus was fopced ,o ntum immediatey tQ
Cotton seed crushed 4,540,903 tons;
of their safety.
MRS. SADIE GARFIE1!).
:and wire communication systems
into
district
the
divided
and has
city
bis ho(el. He ls takin? a complote
linters,
The mm was out, fire engines were have been destroyed. Thousands of
qbtalned 603,704 running
MRS. RHODA WItifillT.
and has it under complete control
rest umer
WILL RE.FOTI1
ills(rlK;tlons of hla d()R. bales; number of
author!establishments,
busy pumping water from the base- - dead animals are lying about the
SARAH
federal
same
time
At tho
Loa Ani'c ,i 4, Cat f ,
tQn
SD9.
ments or the principal buildings and streets. Two fertilizer firms began
ALMA IHS3, 8 years old.
ties also arrived and have be'un the
fieers of thu Loa An
a more optimistic pph it prevailed todny to gather up these animals,
HILDA DISS.
search for the dead and
ENGINEERS GET INCREASE.
'
systematic
Federation
of Vv'oiu: 8
than at. (my previous time since the
The relief committee has sent out
O, M, RIIOL'P and baby.
those in need f "Hlicnl assistance.
Winnipeg, ijan
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March 29. The
u ;
t
i
a
today
torrent of the Miami rjvor rushed over an urgent appeal to people not to
horn Fort OnaJlan Pacific
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(
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r i nniro

years ho was la charge of the ceme
tery he was a familiar figure cn the
road cast of town, Invariably seen
'i r-walking to the city Iu the tllii:lit of
--CS.
.
ithe evening, oftentimes studying from
t3
1H
bii open book as he went along, lie
pave a cheery greetiug to all he met
i
T
The body o? ha deceased will be
taken to the chapel of the Rectory
'and will He In Btate from Saturday
noon untif Sunday noon. It will then
Hi!
REV. SCHIFFINI WAS FOUNDER OF be taken to the church. Funeral will WILL COMPILE COMPLETE VALU SAYS CRITICS EITHER ARE HYPATI
NOTIZED
ON
Ai
on
ALL
OR
RAILROADS
BADLY
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION
OF
church
the
from
take place
ill
IN THE COUNTRY.
SCARED BUNCH.
HERE
day morning at 9 o'clock. There will
and
funeral
rites
;be the usual simple
The Interstate commerce commisDcubJtcS many Las vegans Save
Trinidad, Colo., March 29. Rev. j the body will be laid to rest In the
sion is making elaborate preparations seen samples of in
art of
Plasius Schifflnl, for the past 17 Catholic comet ery.
toward carrying out the provisions of the cubist school either in the origtar8 a priest or Holy Trinity parish,
the LaFollette bill which calls for a inal or in copy and the following
one of the most learned and best
GRfcAT MASS OF PROOF
known priests of Colorado, died at 5
complete physical valuation of all criticism by Kenyon Cox will be ino'clock yesterday morning at San Ra- Reports of 30,000 Cases of Kidney the railroads in the Vnlted States, teresting:
and the enormity of the task as well
"The Cubists and Futurists 6impiy
fael hospital. Death was due to seTrouble, Some of Them East
as the momentous step it marks in abolish the art of painting.
nile weakness. He officiated at mass
Las Vegas Cases
They
governmental regulation of railroads deny not only any representation of
for the last time on Thursday a week
Each of some G.OOO newspapers of and other public service utilities is Nature, but also any known or traago and that afternoon was taken 111
and jrrew weaker day by day. He the United States is publishing from just beginning to be realized. It is ditional form of decoration. Tney
passed peacefully away yesterday week to week, names of people In Its expected to hare the work nnder way maintain that they nave invented a j
morning surrounded by the sisters who particular neighborhood, who have by the first of May, but no member symbolism which expresses their in- - j
had administered to him in the last used and recommended Doan's Kid- of the commission has even attempt- dividuality, or, as they say, their j
Never have Lingerie waists been more popular than for this coming season
have they
week of his life.
ney Fills for kidney backache, weak ed to compute the time nor the out- souls. If they have really expressed
been
ever
more
and
V
Round
and
attractive.
with
necks
irresistibly
dainty
Square,
of
long or
money which pill be required their souls in the things ther show
Father Schifflnl was known to every kidneys, bladder troubles and urinary lay
to
short
sleeves
Includes
and
necks
the
of
mass
of
offer
with
sleeves
an
excellent
"
God
,
souis-This
complete
proof
undertaking.
us,
high
variety
help their
resident of the county and for the disorders.
long
Kenyon
styles from which to
Las Ve
W hen it is stated that the law pro- - Cox.
choose. And materials are almost unlimited in variety.
past several years had been somewhat over 30,0.10 estlmonlals.
Many of the garments are daintly trimHere Is one of! vides that the commission must pre
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A Simple Method That Haa a Wonderful
Isfiue&ca upon The Fulur Infant.
Too much can not be said for a wonderful
Mother'
remedy, familiar to manf women

Friend.

York, March

29.

Although
the average tailored suit tor practical
puropses still shows the customary
severeness and plainness o former
d
years, many of the tailored and
intended
for
costumes,
and intormal evening wear
show some trimming on the coats
and slight skirt draperies. Among tne
best materials are epouge, plain ana
striped frizette,' an epouge with longer nap, Bedford cord, needle cord,
silk and wool faile, basket cloth,
poplin, hopsacking and the fine
weave serges. A feature of this season is the combination of materials.
A black and shite checked coat, of
woolen material, and a black faille
skirt; a coat of biack and sulphur
check tops a skirt of solid sulphur
color. This shows reversing of the
old order when the skirt flaunted the
checks and the jacket was of solid color. This new idea was introduced by
Paquia. Shades of brown, blue, purple and green are the favored colors.
When a corded or striped material
is employed tne stripes are managed
in such a way as to form trimming,
and both skirts and coats may be in
laid with diagonal or horizontal
bands. This is especially effective m
the
materials which are still
in vogue. Diagonal stripes give a
slender appearance to the figure.
Coats vary greju in style and cut.
They are either distinctly long or
distinctly short. The high cutaway
model, with swallow tail or fish-taThis cutaway
back, will be popular.
is sometimes high enough in front to
give the Eton effect. An exaggerated
cutaway slopes away immediately
from the Lust line, an J is fastened
with a single large button. The less
ultra model is fastened with two or
three buttons. In the cutaway the
hack frequently hangs straight from
the shoulders in long
lines, and when the Kmpire line is
expressed a slot seam is visible on
the sides, joining the back and front
seams.
The Russian blouse is having considerable vogue. A suggestion or variation of it appears in many of the
most exclusive models.
Cheruit,
Bernard, Francis, and other great foreign designers have Bet the stamp of
their approval upon it. Sometimes
the blouse appears only in the front
and falls softly over the fitted skirt
of the jacket. The back of this coat
Is
and rounds off into a
New

semi-tailore-

two-ton- e

il

semi-fittin-

semi-fittin-

g

,

or is finished in a square
panel effect, extending three or four
inches below the coat length.
In other models the blouse shows
itself In the back, and the fullness is
held in by a suggestion of a belt with
a buckle of the material. Cords of the
material are much used to outline
the blouse effect. The blouse of another style continues all the way
round the coat and falls over the
tight fitting lower portion, which is
quite short and fits snugly, with the
fullness placed in a seam several inches below the waist line. This seam
is covered by th fullness of the upper part and is often corded or piped.
In some cases the skirt or lower part
rounds abruptly away from the front,
fastening at the bust. In others, especially in the coats for general wear,
this portion, which is hardly more
than a band approximately eight inches wide, tits closely around the
hip, and is fastened with two but
tons.
The difference between the Balkan
and the Russian blouse is not great;
the Balkan blouse fits very loosely,
and is belted quite low on the hip.
This belt is oiten a sash knotted to
one side, and these modelB are best
adapted to the youthful and undeveloped figures.
Even the most severely tailored
skirt shows some fullness, usually
stitched into the seams in. the form
of flat plaits, and the disposition of
drapery is varied. In some skirts it
is quite low, folding the skirt In
tightly at the bottom, while in others
it is looped over the hips, or held in
about the knees. Plaits and flat folds
are characteristic
of the tailotfod
skirt, and the drapery is rarely affected by shirring or gathering.
The absence of seams is marked,
as skirts are cut circular, or with
three broad gores, the material extending above the waist line as a
belt finish. Skirts are still narrow
at the foot line. The walking skirt
(is worn longer, just clearing the
ground. Some of the skirts are
slashed.
Sleeves show little change. In the
r
they may be long,
length, close fitting or loose
cuff. They are
with a large turn-bacsometimes set in a dropped arm
seam, and here and there the kimono
sleeve appears, but in the best models
for street wear the sleeve js tailored
In the body of the coat without fu'll- swallow-tail-

three-quarte-

man-tailore- d

k

Have Been Restored to Health By Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
There is no doubt about this fact. Why I during the
last 30 years we have published in the newspapers of this
country volumes of letters from women who have been relieved of all their suffering by the timely aid of this grand
old medicine. Letters like the following, true, genuine and
honest expressions of gratitude coming from grateful hearts.

Surely you can believe these women.

Mrs. L. S. BRENNER, Hudson, Mich., says:
" Sometime ago I was taken with a terrible pain in my right side, such
bharp pains just like a knife sticking1 me. I tried hot applications but that
did no good. I went to our family doctor (we were living in Fayette, Ohio,
at that time) and he said it was organic inflammation. I doctored with him
a while but kept getting worse. The pain was so terrible I could hardly
6tand on my feet. I would have that sharp pain in my right side, and a
dull heavy pain the whole length of my limb. I realized that something
had to be done quickly, so I looked up all of your advertisements I could
find, and saw several that described my case. I got a bottle of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and it helped me from the first dose, and
when 1 had taken two Iwttles my trouble was gone. Your medicine has
done so much for me that I am willing you should publish this letter for the
take of other suffering women." Mrs. L. S. 15KKNNER, Hudson, Michigan.
Mrs. L. E. BOWERS, Glrard, Pa, says:
" I take pleasure in informing you of what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has done for me. I had a sick spell last Eebruary, and for
some months after that I was not regular and had many bad feelings. I
was tired all the time, had dull headaches, not much appetite, and also
what the doctor called organic inflammation. Your Vegetable Compound
has entirely cured me and I feel that too much cannot be said in its praise
as I am now able to do my own work. You are perfectly welcome to use
my testimonial for tho benefit of others." Mrs. L. E. Bowebs, R.F.D. No. 1,
Girard, l'a.
Mrs. ELIZABETH GENTILCORE, Buffalo, 5T.Y.,8ays:
" I feel that I must write to you about your wonderful remedies. About
ten years ago I was troubled with female weakness and was all run down.
1 was tired all the time and could hardly walk without feeling dizzy. I
heard about Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, took it, and also
Tised the Sanative Wash. I got stronger, and have not had those dizzy
spells since. I feel that I owe my health to you, and hope your remedies
will help others as they have me. I tried most everything I heard of, and
yours are the best medicines for women's ailments." Mrs. Elizabeth
20 Glor Street, Buffalo, New York.
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinltliani's VflRvtaM
Compound has beusithe standard remud y for
k with woman's ailment
Ills. No ono
iial JiiHtk-to lu'rHAlf if hlio do;s not try this fados
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parish church of Saints Peter Marcel-linutho Cathedral of Al imuu aud
TO
AN
the Church of Saint Mary Major,
where for three days the Holy Image
of the Blessed Virgin, known as the
"Borghenia" will be exposed to the
view of the visiting pilgrims. There
will also be special services and cele
brations at that same church on each
of the three days, December 6, 7 and
New York, March 29. Burglars, and the exhibition arranged by them
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and other criminals are was really a burlesue upon the insanhighwaymen
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present time. They find New York who recently held an exhibition In
City an ideal place for their profes- the Sixty-nint- h
Regiment armory.
Rome, March 29. Thousands of pil Keep Your Liver and Bowels Actwe
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grims from all parts of the globe are
And You Fsel Bully for Months.
able use of their opportunities. The howling success. About two hundred
assembled In this city to witness the
police authorities of the city are too pictures and works were exhibited ia
opening of the series of celebrations
Put aside Just once the salts,
with raiding poolrooms, gamb- which the artists tried to
e
which the Vatican has arranged to cathartic pills, castor oils or purga busy
Cubists
the
and
ling
houses
and
the
Futurists
houses,
disorderly
put
commemorate the sixteenth centen- tive waters wnicn merely force a
where liquor lows are violated into the middle of the past tense."
nial of the proclamation of the edict passageway through the bowels, but places
to give much attention to safe robdo
as
known
not
of Milan,
the Peace of
thoroughly cleanse, freshen bers,
John Tanfield, a clerk, died under
which marked the Christian-izatio- and purify these drainage or aliment- black automobile, bandits, burglars,
handers. There is no doubt that peculiar circumstances the other day.
of the Roman government. On ary organs, and have no ffect what
the police graft
Investigation has He came to the Prospect Heights
the surface this celebration, which ever upon the liver and stomach.
demoralized the police de. hospital, Brooklyn, to visit his wife
completely
will extend over the whole year, is
Keep your Inside organs pure and vartment
owing to the uneasiness who is a patient there. Wljiile waitwhich thor
supposed merely to be a fitting re- rresh with Cascarets,
the numerous members of the ing In the reception room for admisamong
membrance of the adoption of the Em- oughly cleanse the stomach, remove
sion to his wife's room Tanfield sufgrafting fraternity.
peror Constantine, following his vic- the undigested, sour and fermenting
The citizens are becoming some fered an apoplectic stroke and when
tory over the pagan general, Maxen-tius- , food and foul gases, take the excess what tired of the
existing state of af- the nurse came into the reception
just outside of Rome, of Chris- bile from the liver and carry out ot fairs and are
complaining of the lack room to Inform him tnat his wife
tianity as the official religion of the the system all the constipated waste of protection against
depredations by was ready to receive him, she found
state. No secret, however, is made of matter and poisons in the intestines criminals. In
the meanwh'le the In- the man dead.
and
bowels.
the fact that back of the celebration
and the
A Cascaret tonight will make you vestigation still continues
are two other motives. In the first
end is not yet in signt. District AtRussell Sage Raphael, a Wall street
feel
great by morning. They work
place this commemoration is intended
Whitman
torney
a
deserve.s
broker,
living in Bayonne, N. J., has
great
as a protest of the Vatican against while you sleep never L"Pe, sicken deal of credit
an
refused
offer by Mrs. Russell Sage
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work
10
and
cost
cents a box from
only
the celebration by Italy two years ago
In cleaning up the Augean stable of of $20,000 for a portrait of the late
Millions
your
men
of
and
druggist.
of the fiftieth anniversary of its unifiwomen take a Cascaret now and then graft in the police department. The Russell Sage which he has in his poscation, a celebration which was highand
never have headache, biliousness, better classes among the citizens are session. Raphael's father was a
ly offensive to the Vatican, because
in full sympathy with the efforts ot friend and business associate of Rusit commemorated an event by which coated tongue, indigestion, sour the district attorney, yet few of them sell Sage. When
young Raphael was
or
stomach
Casconstipated bowels.
the Vatican was deprived of its temcarets belong In every household. are optimistic enough to believe that baptized Mr. Sage was his godfather.
poral power.
the elimination and punishment of a The financier took a great liking to
Children just love to take them.To celebrate the anniversary of the
score or so of grafters in the police the boy and presented him as a baby
unification of Italy the government
force will put an end to grafting in with the only portrait for which he
had arranged exhibitions on a
the department. One set of grafters ever sat. As there is no other por
scale at Rome and at Turin,
may be removed, but after the excite-- trait of the deceased financier in ex-BASEBALL NOTES
but owing to the outbreak of the war
ment has blown over, there will proo- , istence, Mrs. Russell Sage was very
with Turkey, the prevalence of a che
ably he another set of grafters to anxious to obtain possession of tne
lera epidemic and other unfortunate
take the places of the men discharg picture owned by Mr. Raphael,, but
Harold Janvrin, the youngster with ed. The system seems to be wrong he refuses to
conditions the celebration proved i
sell at any price and
failure and attracted but few visitAiS the Boston Red Sox, is being groomed and the temptation too great.
has stated that he would not part
to Italy. One o the motives in ar for the utility field position.
with it even if he were penniless.
Connie Mack's Athletics left San AnA well dressed woman, accompanranging the "Constantine Year" cele
bration by the Vatican was to prove tonio, Tex., with the intention of win- ied by her daughter, a girl of sevenAn Indian camp on the roof of a
to the world how much greater is ning every game played cn their way teen years and a man of about twen fashionable hotel In the center of the
e
the temporal power of the Vatican home.
years, whose legs are so badly city, about 20 stories above Broadway,
Abundance of sunshisie : nd big gate crippled that he can only get around is somewhat of a curiosity. .The camp
than that of the Italian government.
Judging from the number of pilgrims receipts have made the White Sos's on his hands and knees, made an ear of two tepees is on the roof of the
ly morning call at the house of the Hotel McAlpln and., the campers axe
already assembled here and the many trip to Califxrnia a treat, success.
"he schodu.e adopted by the Union town clerk In Riverhead, L. I., the a party of ten Blackfeet Indians conthousands who are either on their wiy
cells for the opening other day to obtain s license for the sisting of seven braves, two squaws
to Rome or have made their plans
to visit the city at some time lur- yames on April 29 and thp closing coa-- j marriage of her daughter to the crip and a child, who came to New York
ple. When the c'ierk learned that the as the guests of Louis W. Hill to take
ing the celebration year, the Vatican tests Septemter 17,
Pitcher Paddy Green, the Connecti girl was under age and had been tak- part in the Travel and Vacation show
bids fair to make a good showing.
Although the commemorative celebra- cut league star of 1912,- is showin en away from her mother and placed at the Grand Central Palace. A suite
tions planned will all be held In this plenty of speed with the New Yorks, in an institution by the authorities of rooms had been reserved for the
because she had been reared in an Indians, but when they arrived after
city, some of the principal anniversa- but is wild enough to be tied
The Pittsburgh
club has shipped improper environment, he refused to their long and wearisome
ries will be observed by Roman Catho
lie churches throughout the world.
George Capron, the former University Issue the license without the conseiit
journey, they absolutely re'
of
Minnesota football and baseball of the probation officer who was ap- fused to be cooped up in the luxurThe illness of the pope will jrib-ablpointed the girl's legal guardian. The ious rooms. They preferred to pitch
prevent him from taking part in star, to Charlie Dooln's Phillies,
The Chicago Cubs have a pair of trio departed in an automobile and their tepees upon the roof of the hothe services and ceremonies scheduled to take place within the pre- game cocks as mascots, the birds hav tried to obtain a license from the tel and there they established themcincts of the Vatican, but thery will ing been presented to Manager Evers town clerk at Pathogue. The license selves In true Indian fashion, far
was refused and the party crossed above the din and turmoil of the
bo enough pomp and spectacular dis- while the team was at Tampa.
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apart for the reception of pilgrims rt Jersey City Skeeters may earn him
AlALLEN'E FOOT-EASYoung .Men's Christian Associations, another chance in fast company.
The antiseptic powder to be shaken
Arch Confraternities, congregations though he'has been with four major
into the shoes. If you want rest and
and religious orders; with a sermon league clubs Jack is still a young man
comfort for tired, aching, swollen,
every afternoon by a bishop and bene- and looks to be capable of "coming
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"out-cub-

flown for the. guidance
the hpflltb rnls pvor
mothers.
It in an extornal appliof exKM-tan- t
cation that spread its tnUtienee uton all the
cords, muscle. lixatmmtH and tendons that nature ealln into play ; they expand gracefully
without pain, without strain, and thus leave
the mind care free and In joyful anticipation of
the greatest of alt womnnly amhltlou.
Mother's Frieml must therefore be considered
as directly a uuwt important Influence upon the
character and disposition of the future generation. U is a conceded fact that, with nausea,
pain, mTvoiwnewj and dread banished, there la
stored up auch an abundance of healthy energy
as to bring Into being the highest Ideals of
those who fondly theorize on the rules that
insure the entiling of the perfect baby.
Mothers' Friend can be had at any druggist
at $1.00 a bottle, and It la unquestionably one
of thoe remedies that always has a place among
the cherished few in the medicine cabinet.
Mother's Friend is prepared by the liradfleld
Regulator Co., 139 Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.,
after the formula of a noted family doctor.
Write them for a very instructive hook to
8ee that your druggist will
mothers.
exiHH-tan- t
supply you with Mother's Friend.
InM

ness. collars are circular, square, sailor and shawl, but they are not large.
Buttons abound on both coats and
skirts. They are decidedly an interesting feature of this year's styles,
unique in size, color and composition.
Like the linings, their either match
the suit or contrast with it. Crystal
buttons are frequently centered with
black or color. Whimsical little
waistcoats button
trimly beneath
many jackets, and very modish are
those showing cretonne and Balkan
tones. With the Shepherd's piaid or
checked suit nothing could be smarter than the light red or green vest.
coats follow the general lines of the tailored coats, ex
cept in some instances they are shorter. An Eton jacket with a deep
pointed back is seen. In the
skirt the drapery is more
pronounced, with the slash higher
and reaching almost to the knee at
times. As to skirt length it should
escape the floor, and wrinkling prettily over the shoes to reveal the shoe
buckles. Never has hand embroidery
been more in vogue. In br'ght colors
and conventional designs it adorns
collars) cuffs and belts.
The sleeves of the
r
coat is invariably of the
length, and is apt to be loose and
show a turnback cuff, with lace frill.
The old fashioned
sleeve
is with us again. A tiny Van Dyck
ruff of lace protruding from collars
is something new.
Stenciling is used on women's
clothes this spring. Stenciled silk
is used for collars and cuffs on coats
and street suits. A conventional pattern done in bronze on yellowish
green silk for collars ard cuffs on a
dull yellow brown bedford cloth
street gown is effective. Stencils are
applied to net, too, for jabots and collars and cuffs. Bulgarian colorings
can be used in these designs.
An interesting use of wide flowered
ribbons on white lace and net bodices shows small buttons, outlined
buttonholes and bows and ends of
different colors. The wide ribbon is
fashion, with the
cut In
result that a tab on one sleeve
shows a strip of red rose, on the other part of a blue butterfly; one button is pink, one yellow, one is green
and another violet.
Tiny silk roses are used to edge
ribbon girdles. They are especially
effective if used with white ribbon
on white gowns for young girls.
Sashes are beginning to be Been
even on talolred suits.
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
Semi-tailore-

d

semi-tailore-

semi-colore- d

three-quarte-

d

FLORIDA TO CELEBRATE
St. Augusitlne, Fla., March 29.

St.

Augustine, the oldest city in the United States, will turn back the pages
of her history the coming week and
indulge in a celebration of the
anniversary of its founding
by Ponce de Leon. It was on April 2,
1512, that the site of the city was
first visited by the daring Spanish
navigator, In a voyage he had absurdly
undertaken to find the fabled fountain
of youth. The celebration next w'eek
will include a representation of the
landing of Ponce de Leon and his little band of adventurers, together with
other pagents depicting events In the
early history of Florida. Motor boat
races, band concerts and a variety of
other attractions will be Included in
the celebration program. The city is
being elaborately decorated for the occasion. Thousands of visitors, including many tourists from the north, are
expected h'ii for (he festivities.
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ESTABLISHED

The 'longer this bill Is considered the
more puiplciiug it becomes. The only
people whom it seems likely to satisfy is that large class of persons who,
as the. till .Implies ride oxen on our
public highways at an altitude of 300
feet. Whatever else may happen,
the riders of oxen are sate. That is
something.
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BERNHARDT WILL APPEAR IN
i
LAS VEGAS IN "CAMILLE"
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NEWS FROivt THE CAPITAL
.f - .v..

P. CONNOR
EXPLAINS THE
ECCENTRICITIES
OF THE
WIND FAMILY.

Entered at the postoftice at East

Kansas City, Mo., March 29. What
Santa Fe, N. M., March 29. This
a tornado? A cyclone? A hurriis
a
was
at
the
the
quiet day
capitol,
through the United States malli
be- cane
A gale and why?
of
conversation
subject
engrossing
ai socnnd class matter.
Colonel P. Connor o the Kansas
ing the nomination of the "citizens
ticket" last night and the impending City weather bureau has received
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
convention
of the republicans thought. those inquiries many times of late.
Career:
Dally, by
"It's all a matter of barometric
Mileage Books
$ .06
far Con
will pressure," Mr.
Connor
The corporation commission
elucidates.
16
Ww-officials
another "There are very few violent atmos66 give the railroad
Month
the subject of mileage pheric disturbances in the wint r
7.60 hearing on
Cue Year
books for use on all the railroads of time, because the atmosphere is pretMail
Daily by
The hearing is scheduled ty well chilled to the same tempera6.00 this state.
One Year
ture. But in the spring time, the hot
1.
for
3.00
April
Six Mouths
and cold strata of air become nerDissolution
.
,
The Sandoval Sheep company filed vous. Then fallows a rarified center
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
dissolution papers in the office cf the in some locality.
GROWER
Air Particles Like Some Folks.
state corporation commission. The
"Now it must be known that air
rD Year
company's office was in Albuquerque.
1.00
ix Month
In Federal Court
particles are very sensitive and selfSo that when such a
A case of Interest because of the ish as well.
rariflcation
takes
of
that
here
is
place all those air
principals
residing
(Cash In Advance Tor Mall Subscrip- Frank
M, Jone3 as trustee vs. Louis particles on the outside want to get
tions)
which i3 In the federal In there and take the seats in the
Remit by draft, check or money Napoleon
John It. McFie repre- front row. W"hen they all get started
court
Judge
not
rder. K sent otherwise we will
sents
Mr.
Jones;. Judge Northcutt of toward the center a gentle whirling
4 responsible for losa.
Moore, Catron and motion is set up, always moving in
Colorado,
Leroy.O.
Specimen copies free on
the opposite direction of clock hands.
Catron et al., represent certain
"That movement Is a cyclone. It
over an area of a thousand
sweeps
XL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
or so at a rate of 30, 40, 50 or
miles
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
CO miles an hour.
Those movements
PAID FOR
Y. M. C. A.'S WEEKLY
drop an occasional thunderstorm or
two along the way. Were it not for
SERMONETTE
are guaranteed the
Advertisers
ithese
cyclones this great western
(Changed
Every
Saturday)
daily and weekly circulation
country would be arid and dry, for
New
In
northern
nnwnnaner
f n
they always carry the clouds along
i J
Mexico,
Pray: For the Important confer- with them that contain the rain.
ence of religious workers in state uniBump! A tonado Forms.
"The tornado? Well, down in the
TKLEPHONES
versities which opens at LawTenee,
Main 2 Kansas, today.
southeastern quadrant of the cyclone,
HFSlNESf OFFICE
MalD I
V.VV
OKP4RTMENT
Vs. 13. I do set my bow in the probably a hundred or two hundred
cloud, and it shall be for a token nf miles from the center of the cyclone,
a
covenant between me and the Old Sol is warming up the earth
SATURDAY. MARCIT 29, 1913.
The earth's heat is thrown back in
earth. Read Jer. 31:31-37- .
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Las Vegas Automobile
Phone Mall, 344.

FROM "CAMILLE"

It is worthy of note that while many
persons from here will gladly go to
the expense of seeing Bernhardt in
person Monday in Denver, that on the
same nipht there will be shown here;
at the Browne theater the moving picof Sarah Bernhardt in her world's
greatest success ' Camille," in two and
a half reels.
'
Of this production the Globe Silver
Melt says:
So great is the art or Sarah Bern-- j
luirdt that even In the moving p!c-- i
tures displayed at the Martin theater
last night, one realized that they

t

IS

Wh.len,

ere watching the movements of the
world's greatest actress, To see the
movements of the hands, feet, body
and to see the toss of the head and '
facial expressions is a treat without!
e
hearing the intonations of the
vine Sarah's" vice. Hernhardt in
"Camille" even in moving pictures is
worth going a long ways to see. The
film is wonderfully carried out even
to the minutest detail and the cos- tumes of Bernhardt worn when the
pictures were "taken, cost thousands
o;" dollars.
The stage settings are
magnificent.

j

Co

Fowl, Props

"Di-tur-

i

j

waters receded about four feet last
night,
making a total recession of
OF
about nine feet, but all the districts
flooded are still under water, except
about two square miles of the busiAT ness district.
The only buildings which have col-lapsed are the Munson music stores
and the Indianapolis Brewing com-- ;
pany, together with many residences,
The known drowned now number five,
The exact number of dead will not
(Continued from Page One,
be known for several days.
Garrison that three ' United States
Food stations have been established
army engineers would be detailed to and provisions are being distributed
this city to aid in ths reconstruction only to flood sufferers. The town is
In turn and warms the atmosphere and work.
Wed., 5. GOD'S SIGNATURE.
M ASS ACM US KTTS II I G
still under martial law.
those days antedating contracts on it becomes light And all the while,
motion
this
the
cyclone
pf
whirling
paper, signs were used as signatures.
Bodies Found In Peru.
Repetition of 1884 Expected.
to make Mass- So when God made a promise to the continues, bringing down the colder,
Peru, Ind., March ;29. Bodies reThis impulse
Evansville,
ind., March 29. The
heavier air. When this light, heated covered from
in South weather bureau this afternoon issued
achusetts a pioneer in la,ws to police patriarch he used the signature of the
wreckage
arch formed by sun and air bumps into the cold wave there Peru are:
a forecast of the crest stage here,
the air is entirely commendable. But seven-hueIs nothing left for the cold air to do
cloud.
It said Noah believed it
REX MASE.
the law itself excites respectful amazeplacing it between 47 and 48 feet, or
drop. And with the dropping
MRS. JAMES HOSEMAN.
at the level of the disasment, says the Boston Transcript "God can be trusted." There had been except
practically
rainbows ever since sun and shower it sets off along the earth at a fast
MISS DELIGHT SHIELDS.
When the property of pure
trous flood of 1884.
in a whirling, rapid movement
tion Is present in a 'work of art, knew each other. God was giving a pace
ALbER SHIELDS. !v ,
Conditions here are bad but warnwhile the warm air goes scooting up
to
new
was
He
an
old
form.
B. AND O. CONDUCTOR.
cavil.
form
of
voice
forbids
the
meaning
reduce the possibility of loss of
good
ings
MRS. FRANCES STRUMM, wife of life to a minimum.
As citizens, however, and
adapting himself, graciously, in easy to the clouds.
All available
Is
shoots
tornado.
the
It
"That
steamboats and launches in port are
physician.
lings, and even as potential blrdnien, lessons for beginners, and selected the
of an express train
The relief parties in charge of the now bringing thousands of refugees
it is not amiss to ask what Is dark rainbow as a beautiful bond. He along at the rate
a
locomotives work of
roars
like
hundred
and
In
us
a
the
law
as
within
be hung flaming poster
heavens,
touching thin
recovery on the South side and livestock to this city.
And
say many more bodies may be reillumined, especially as it has already saying "God Is honest." Just this puffing and snorting together.
woe betides the houses that get in
vealed in the wreckage of the houses
passed to its third reading in the moment a sparrow chirped outside my
Brookville Under Martial Law.
house and is likely to engage the sen- window; it was a feathered contract the way. Finally the disconcerted which have fallen apart and are al29.
March
Ind.,
Connersville,
bunch of air layers go on up into the most
ate on Monday.
demolished.
Men Brookville is practically under mar
bearing God's signature to the state
completely
The clause: "No missile or other ment of my Heavenly Father's care. northern part ot the cyclone. There with shotguns patrolled the river and tial law today and 20 men have been
article shall be thrown or dropped The lilies come to stand to me for they get cooled off and calm down.
driven out of the city after they were
looting was prevented.
The Gale and the Hurricane.
."
from an air machine," wins of course, Provilence. "If God so clothe
Lieutenant Governor O'Xeil has is discovered looting damaged homes
"A gale is just a plain old breeze sued
our enthusiastic approval, for this On Sunday next the common bread,
a warning against crooks who and buildings. Two hundred and fifthat
gets up a. steady hard speed. It are coming down from Chicago. Two
protects us from an apprehended rain by Christ's contract, will be sacrament
ty children rescued from the flood
it men were
of field glasses, umbrellas, traveling al food. The wine a covenant in his changes to a hurricane when
last
carry- have only night clothes. Wagon
caught
evening
mark.
the 501
ing burglar tools.
trains are carrying food and clothbags, tin cans, tobacco boxes, loose blood A cross the world's redemp passes
a
at
Never
cyclone
frightened
get
bolts and ginger ale bottles which tion. Some only see a color scheme
ing from Connersville to the stricklook for the little fight between
s
aerial
en people.
might feel impelled in the clouds; others are to a con- but
Blocks
Cincinnati
Inundated.
Sixty
the air layers when they bump"
to discard on top of our craniums. tact of the Lord God Almighty.
Cincinnati, O., March 29. With
Tor although we groundlings might Pray: That wre may be saved from
Cairo Prepares for Flood
the Ohio river covering the entire
La Grippe, Then Pncumanir
be needing a monkey wrench to ar- using phrases which- we have out A IsCold,
29. The Ohio
111., March
of
Cairo,
lower
tnis
and
with
section,
La
city
the
fatal
too
often
sequence.
stood
river
here
at 49.2 feet.
the
the
from
gue with a balky lawn mower, we grown.
weaken
stricken
today
refugees
upstate
Grippe coughs hang on,
would rather not get it in the neck
the
system, and lower the vital reslst-ertc- towns coming in by hundreds, Cin- Workmen are strengthening
t.
R. G. Collins, postmaster,
from an altitude of several hundred
kansas City live stock
cinnati today faced a situation that drainage district levees north of
N. J., says: "I was troubled
which 'are being made ready
ieet Furthermore, we shall be able Kansas, City, March 29. Cattle,
with a severe La Grippe cough which will reuire the combined efforts of Cairo,
no
Market
southerns.
to have the offender nabbed, because
a
all
for
and
100,
tis
relief
civic
stage of the river.
me.
high
organizations
exhausted
Foley's
ccmpletely
his license number will be painted steady. Native steers $7.503.S0; Honey and Tar Compound soon stop to cope with. Every hotel is crowdThousands of acres of farming land
on the underwing surface in scare-hea- d southern steers $6.50S.75; southern ped the coughing spells entirely. It ed to its capacity, while every moving are under water in Missouri, Kentucky
can't be beaL'O. G. Schaefer ana van, auto truck and freight street car and Illinois and steamers today
type, legible (barring night or cows and heifers $1.50S; native Red
Crow Drug Co. Adv.
has been pressed into service remov- brought in refugees and livestock from
fog) at an altitude cf five hundred cows and heifers$4.50!j8.25; stackfeet. What makes us nervous, how- ers and feeders' C .50 8.25; bulls $6
ing families from the flooded area. the flood districts.
of the clause,! u 7. 25; calves f(T.50(0'9. 25; western
ever. Is the tag-enSubscribe for The Optic.
The Ohio river reached the stage
of G5.9 feet at daybreak and was ris"except with the special permission) steers $712ri??S. "3;", "western cows $4.50
Chicago Sends $300,000
f
of the commission. " This leaves a 1(7.25. . V,
"To Henry Ford One of a group ing at the rate of one and
Chicago, March 29. Chicago's relief
Market 5 of men who have helped to make the tenths of a foot an hour More than fund for the flood victims today reachstaggering discretionary power with
Hogs,., receipts.. 1,000.
these gentlemen; they can apparent-- cents higher. Bulk of sales $8.90
V. S. A. the most progressive nation 60 city blocks are under water to a ed $300,000, of which $200,000 was conauthorize aviators to dump our
packers in the world."
9.10;r heavy ?8.S5S.95;
depth of from a half foot to 10 feet. tributed through the Chicago AssociaTHOMAS A. EDISON.
dooryards full of gasolene, of engine and butchers $1.
9.10; lights $9
Suffering however, has been at a tion of Commerce. The fund is being
"As an inventor, creator, manufa- minimum owing to warnings sent increased hourly and may reach $400,- grease when the wash is on the line, 9.15: pic's iJ7.751fS.25.
000 before the work is concluded. The
or floods of paris green into the hen Sheep, o receipts. Market steady. cturer, humanitarian and public ser- out.
United Charities today shipped four;
yard. The on'iy thing to do, obvious- Muttons $5.506.75; cAorado lambs vant, the name of Henry Ford will
commore carloads of clothing to Dayton.
No Drowning In Indianapolis.
ly, is to. keep friendly with the
57.75fgS.35; range wethers and year- endure. He will live in history not
'
missioners.
lings ffiffi7.50; ranae ewes 56.4(. only as one of the Makers of AmeriIndianapolis, March 29 Final reBut now we come to the mystery
Wilson's Aid Not Needed
ca but as the one man who made it cession of the flood waters in Indi'
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
clauses:
Washington, March 2!. Secretary
possible for all humanity to ride mo ana today is expected to lift the veil
New York March 29 The stock tor cars.
Sectioh 8. No air machine shall
that has covered so closely whatever Garrison today telegraphed President
cow s or other farm mariet t losed strong. Indications that
HUBBARD.
over
horses,
loss of life has occurred in the flood- Wilson that It was perfectly safe to
ELBERT
fly
animals excepting at an altitude of j lmlcn of tne DUying 0f the week was
Horse sense says select draft horses ed cities in the Wabash and White announce to the country that relief
lot an accumulative character lmpres- - for heavy work but for riding or driv- River valleys. Meanwhile the flood was being taken care of by those on
two hundred feet, and
toward the the ground that it would not be nec-- j
Section 9. No air machine shall j scd tQ tcar racuon forcibly today ing select light, strong, active horses. crest, sweeping down
pass over persons riding or driving aD(j there wag eagerness to cover
Henry Ford with auto sense saw Ohio, is spreading wide destruction essary for him to 'leave Washington
that the car needed would be strong, in the southern valleys of the rivers for the flood district.
horses or oxen at an altitude of less snorts
than three hundred feet.
Diminishing fears regarding the powerful active aad yet light in and along the Ohio.
Why flood catastrophe and belief that the weight, Vanadium steel made this ' Sixteen bodies have been recoverAMERICAN BANKERS WILLING.
Speak, O Delphic priestess!
this odious discrimination as between property losses would be smaller than possible. The Ford has the largest ed in Brookville, 20 are' known to be
Washington, March 29. President
tire surface on the ground and the dead in Peru, but search of all West Wilson learned today that an Amerl- Iiorses cows and other farm snlmals at first supposed added confidence.
can financial syndicate stood ready
The last sales were:
most power per pound of any car.
and persons riding or driving horses
Indianapolls thus far has failed to
of
to furnish the republic of China a
73"
This is the reason that the Ford
Amalgamated Copper
any drownings.
jr oxen? Is 100 feet the margin
beast?
and
man
Indianbetween
114
as
small
In
West
short term loan of about $10,(1(10.000
become
has
fires
Several
KHfety
the favorite of bankers,
Sugar
and would
102";
later negotiate a long
drops much harder Atchison
But a
and other profes- apolis Inst nl:ht destroyed or
lawyers, doctors
117
sional men In the large cities and
a number of homes, fire com- term loan up to PiO,oiift,uoo or whatrruiii 3ih f'''-- t than from 200. Again Northern Iclfic
those Heading ,,
to get guy water from ever tihoiild li China's
need, Tim
.,! h this dark Luupiage signify
lei; the general purpose car every bore panies falling
or Houtlicru l'aciflc ,,
'
horses
iM-KMiilii HIe liiiH BEl.ed
''f driving
Ua asMU'iineed
ioi
who hi
Always (ready, rt'tlt'e,
Iaw Crtt the dty maiiid.
than thre Vi.'.fii
lliat Ihe United Hlutex (..ovurniiieiit
at ii ulnm.l.; '!
r.i
I'rii and after cost.
i
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ESTIMATED

Electric light is the right bright

light for ypur home

500

It is clean, healthful and laborsaving.
It requires no attention or repairs, does

j
i

j

not smudge your walls and a child can
0
turn it on or off without danger. For
the comfort of your home, investigate
Electric Light today.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

d

Phone

!

mile-an-ho-

Bar-neca-

;

MeLin

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, March 29. Stronger cables
and fears that LOisirb). able damage
to what in the Ohio n" y flood b- - it
would be disclose! 'vfcen normal con

ditions In that sectiei sealn nhtoi,
caused a firm today,, but under local
selling prices receded. The start was
a shade to ij higher. May w as up
to "4 at 90 to 90 i but soon eased
off
to 89
.
The close was steady
with May S9&, a net loss of .
Corn, May opened at 53
to
an advance of
to
ani
dropped to 53. At the close May show
ed a net gain of
at 53.
Oats started dull, with May a sha.le
to
up at
but under a fair
local buying demand firmed un
to

H"4i4

55&,

33.

206

There was some activity in lard at
the start but the remainder 'of the
provision list was dull. First prices
were unchanged to 5 cents
higher,
with May figures for pork $20.50; lard
$11.10 and ribs $11.25.
The closing quotations were:
Wheat, May
July

tember

89.

89;

53;
55.
May 33;
33.

Corn, May

tember
Oata,

tember

89;

Sep-

July

$54;

Sep-

July

33;

Sep-

Pork, May $20.50;
July
September $19.95.
Lard, May $11.07; July
September $10.92.
Ribs,

$20.30;

$10.92;

$11.22; July
$10.72.

May

September

$10.90;

1

.

SATURDAY NIGHT AND MONDAY

BARGAIN SPECIALS
AT BACHARACH'S

d

one-hal-

These Prices Quoted for
Saturday Night and Monday ONLY

y

27 INCH

90-?-

j

Embroidery FlounciDg, very good values at 65c and
patterns, your choice Monday per yard

75c

Pretty

39

'

dam-ape-

inn-hln-

25c

10

Yards

,

i'i

31

I

Inch Percale Book Fold
'
,

Good

65c

Patterns

Yards

10

Lonsdale Meslin. 36
Inches Wide, for

69c

;

f

)

I

hJ

lr

u

'

'

98c

Store of Quality"

"The
"

Yards

10

Staple Apron Chech
Gingham

i

l.--

For Fancy Messaline Waists, New
Stylos, Worth $5.00 and $3.50

19c

d

.

S3.98

Iron Clad Children's Hose, No. 15
All Sizes. Per Pair

ir

1

A

-,

)

v .

LAS VEGAS DAILY

BY HARD HUSTLING

Ladies and Misses Tailored Suits
from $7.50 to $20.00 ..

All leading styles in fabrics
at popular prices. We have a
more and
popular
priced line of dress goods and
wash goods than ever.

Graiteth

C. B. Barker of Santa Fe came In
from that place laBt night oa a short
business visit.
B. C Miller, a well known business
man of El Paso, was a business visitor in the city today.

Which offers safety to large and small depositors alike. This is a bank for good service,
issuing Drafts, Letters of Credit, Money Orders and Travelers' Checks. Collections are
promptly made, and loans made on approved collateral or endorsement.

Tsxke Advantage of This Service!

Mrs, Comly of Wagon Mound, arrived in the city last night from her home Living Picture
for a short visit with friends.
Were Fascinating.
19
Mrs. J. ii. Cook returned last night
The living and moving picture show
from Albuquerque, where iahe has given last evening at the Browne
been for the past week oa a visit.
meater by Uie Lauies' Guild o bi.
'
L.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Elledge left this i'aul s Memorial church was an exafternoon "for ' Albuquerque
where ceptional entei tauiuiem thoroughly
they will attend the Sells Floto cir- enjoyed by tlie large audience attendcus tonight
ing both performances,
ine living Past Masters' Night
Mrs. George Tripp left this after- pictures, which cheated tile 'greater in Masonic
Lodge
noon for the Tripp ranch at Levy-Mrs.- interest among the pa'.rous of the
The meeting of Chapman lodge No.
Tripp will remain at the rancn show, foilowe two in Ceres ding
2, a. F. and A. M, held last Thursday
for some time.
moving picture films. A series night at which past masters conducted
F. H. Xohr and L. A. Nohr of Wat- - of letters
supposed to have been the ceremonial of the third degree
ious arrived in the city last night for written from various parts of the was one of the most enjoyable affairs
a short business visit. They are well world by a young American college
that have been held by the Masons in
known ranchers.
graduate to hia niother were enter- - several years. The third degree was
R. E. Dillon, slate representative for tainingly read by Miss
May. Koss. j given two candidates. This and all oththe Continental Oil company, return- ciach letter contained a. photograph ' er official business was transacted
by
ed last night from a short business or a snap shot of the most beautiful; the former
officers.
presiding
lady or ladies that the young college
trip in various parts of the state.
Following the lodge session a banW. A. Miller, representative for man had met during his travels and
was served at which about 75
quet
the Burroughs Adding Machine com- the living pictures presented to ine
members were present The banquet
pany, with headquarters in Denver, mother of the lad a realistic por--! was served
by the ladies of the Easti
was a business visitor here today.
trayal of "the girl" of the several ern Star and was thoroughly enjoyed
C. L. Cline, claim adjuster for the countries.
Following the banquet an
by aii.
Santa Fe Railway company, came in
England was the first foreign laud address was delivered by W. J. Lucas,
this afternoon from Raton where he that the American boy visited and
after whicn a number of remarks were
has been for the past few days on there he spent an enjoyable afternoon ;
made by all the past masters present.
business.
with two charming young ladies, typi-- !
the evening several pictures
W. H. Wickham, the well known ca'lly English, who, according to his During
were piesenied to the lodge. An auic-erarepresentative for the Charles Ilfeld letter, quite won him. The "Englisn
of A. A. Keen of Albuquerqua,
company, returned last evening from girls" who so .effectively pictured tne who
is a member of Chapman lodge,
Albuquerque and Santa Fe where he part were Miss Phebe Hart and Miss was
byW.G. Haydon, who
lias been on business.
Helen Cunningnam. From England in presented
the
speech, refered to
presentation
W. A. Cameron, aivislon passen- the lad journeyed
to Sweden and
which were Incidental
the
days
early
ger and freight agent for the New there fell in love with a "cute" little
in his becoming acquainted with Mr.
Mexico division of the Santa Fe Rail- Swedish girl, the picture of whom as
Keen and how at that time Mr. Keen
way company, left this afternoon for portrayed by Miss Lucy Clement showed a
jreat. interest In and en
his headquarters in El Faso.
quite won the heart of his mother.
the
younger members of the
couraged
Gus Ellis, a well known commercial Germany was the next country visitMr. Keen has the distinction of
lodge.
man from Los Angeles, Calif., was a ed and In his letter to his mother
served the Masonic lodge In
business visitor in the city today. He the American lad "raved" over an at- having
of grand secretary of
the
capacity
Elated that the weather in Los An- tractive German girl who was pieas-inl- y
Mexico for 29 consecutive years.
New
geles has been bad thus far this year.
pictured by Miss Mary Lowry. He ranks third In the length of ser
Mrs. Norman Skinner returned this From Germany the lad wandered to
vice of all the grand secretaries in
afternoon from Albuquerque where Holland where two little Dutch girls,
considered quite
she has been for the past week at- Miss Marie Mann and Miss Chella the world. This is
the members of
all
a
distinction
by
tending the meeting of the Federa- Van Petten, in their quaint little way,
In New Mexico.
the
Masonic
fraternity
Mexition of Woman's Clubs of New
served chocolate to him and by their
of .Vice
A
nortrait
and
autograph
co.
pleasing manners made him forget President Marshall also was present
G. A. Sandber" representative for all others whom he had met on his
to the lodge. George H. Hunker
the J. P. Smith Shoe company of former travels. After Holland then ed
the presentation speech. Vice
making
Chicago, the markers of the famous came France and here he nearly lost
deMarshall is a thirty-thirPresident
Reed Cushion shoes, was a business his heart for he met and romanced
an
member
active
is
Mason
and
visitor at the local clothing stores to- with a fascinating young lady of gree
of the supreme council of Scottish
day.
France, the wife of a Frencn nobleRite of the northern jurisdiction of the
C.:
V.
returned
Prescott has
Mrs.
man, the bewitching lady of royalty
whose headquarters Is
fiom Silver City where she has been being excellently pictured by Miss United States,
at
Boston.
From u ranee the
employed as a school teacher and will Marie Clement.
George H. Klnkel then personally
n
reside with her brother, C. W.
American lad went to Spain where
to the lodge a set of three
presented
of this city, for the coming under the spell of that beautiful

11
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Shoes lor Women
Agents tor the NEW IDEA Ten Cent Psttems

"

Bio-grap- h

j

104

j

METHODISTS SURE

j

OF THE LEAGUE

j

ph

j

FLAG
STRAIGHT
EIGHT
HAVE WON
GAMES IN THE SUNDAY
SCHOOL CIRCUIT
of Sunday

Standing

School League
Won Lost Pet.

Methodists
Christians
Baptists

8

0

4

3

3

4

Y. M. C. A

2

5

Presbyterians

1

7

Standing of Indian
Won

1.000
.571
.428
.285
.125

League
Lost Pet.
1.000
.750

Fueblos

5

0

Iroquois

3

1

Apaches
Seminoles

2

1

2

4

.666
.333

4

.000

0

Navajos

d

Again the Christians and the Y. M.
C. A. teams had a battle royal In the

Sunday

School

'

Basketball

league

Y. M. C. A. last night.
With the personnel of both teams
changed they couldn't- seem to et
away from the habit of playing a
and as some ex summer.
game. .It Just
Misses Jean Cooper, Bess Johnson
press it,
seemed as though one team would and Augusta Grim, composing the
wait for the other to get two points New York Ladies Trlo, came in Mis
ahead and then they would pitch In afternoon on train o. 1 and will give
and "tie "er up." After a fast and a Santa Fe concert tonight in the Y.
furious game and by dint of their M. C. A.
A number of prominent Santa Fe
better team work, the Christians final23 to 21. officials were visitor in the city today,
ly won by the close score of
score coming from Albuquerque where they
The Methodist-Presbyteriawas 50 to 15 of course you know In have been attending the O. S. and D.
whose favor.
meeting. Those who were in the party
The Methodists are now the undis are B. T. Payne, of Topeka, E. H.
and Brunnell of Topeka and H. H. Rieny
jmted champions of the league

at the

pames

Sum-merli-

Spanish song "La Paloma" he became
infatuated with a Spanish dancer, who
with her beauty and, gracefulness
made him forget all others he had
met on his travels. Miss Aurora Lu- cero as the Spanish dancer made one
of the most appreciated pictures of
the evening. Leaving Spain, Italy was
the next country visited and there
the lad centered, his interest on a
bright and vivacious little flower gin
pictured in a pleasing manner by
Miss Helen Noyes.
From Italy the lad journeyed iO
Turkey where he visited many points
of interest, meeting a Turkish girl
whose picture ai portrayed, by Mlsa
Eachael Ward, he sent to his mother
with many expressions of admiration
in the letter. The Orient was the next
"point of call" for the American
youth and from here he wrote pages
to his mother aboui. a. fascinating
Japanese girl whose pieture, by Miss
Lorraine Lowry, was the, cause of
mahy comments by his mother. About
this time the lad felt the call pf
America . and longed to start back
home and, going to Manila for a
short visit before taking a Pacific
steamer to the U. S. A., the lad in an
accidental manner met an old time
friend, the sister of his roommate
with whom he haa in times past had
a little flirtation. The welcome giv
en him by the young American girl,
Miss Lorna Johnson, awoke in his
heart a something which was clever
ly told the audience in the form of a
cablegram which, he sent to his motn- er, as follows: "Meet my Bessie and
me at the dock.- - The last picture,
the American girl and the American
hoy, Mr. Donald Hart, gowned and
groomed In the sensible American
way, was, perhaps, the most pleasing
picture of the evening and received
hearty applauuse from the audience.
Several pleasing musjca'i numbers
were rendered during the evening,
Mrs. Charles O'Mailey. accompanied
by Miss BeBsie Coolen;' playing a
beautiful violin eolo. The Misses
Clement repeated their bazaar hit, "I
Want to lie Down Home in Dixie"

hair-raisin- g

n

v

rightly they deserve this title. They
have played the game all the time.
Like gentlemen they have acted
throughout. They played the class of
ball that was a little too much, for
their opponents, who on the whole
were of less experienced caliber. They
have won fairly and It's hats off to
these boys from the "land of the
Meads and the Andersons."
The. little fellows had a couple of
good games last night. The Iroquois
won from the Comanches and the
Seminoles ajd the Navajos were tied
exup after the regulation time had
an
of
the
playing
necessitating
pired,
extra five minutes, which resulted In
a victory for the Seminoles.
The Pueblos are now considered
the champs of this league, having won
every game.
Friday night next will see the 'ast
of the Sunday School Basketball
league games. It will be held on Fricorn-in- s
day oil account of the fact of the
of another Santa Fe concert next
Saturday night. Secretary Le Noir
plans to make this last night a unique
omr for those who attend.

of La Junta,
Dr. and Mrs. M. K. Krlder of Goshen, Ind., were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
W. E. Gortner today while on their
way to the Pacific coast They spent
the entire day here and were shown
the scenery ;by Mr. and Mrs. Gortner.
Dr. and "Mrs. Kri'der will stop at the
Grand Ca'riydn fin their way to the
coast and wllljteturn home by the
northern route, leaving California
about May 15.
Perry Earickson and H O. Smith
came in this afternoon from Rowe
where they had an accident with the
automobile that Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Iden, Smith and Earickson had
started for Santa Fe with yesterday.
The machine broke down near Rowe
and it was necessary that two of the
men come to the city and get repairs.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts returned
this afternoon from WatrouB where
last- night- - he-- -- delivered the commencement address --for - the- - graduating class of the eighth grade. After
the exercises the board of education
decided to run uie school two months
longer, and consequently the students
probably will have another com
mencement, .before they leave their
The usual excellent music will be
studies.
furnished at the services of the First
the
At
tomorrow.
church
Baptist
Everybody is urged to rememevening service the church orchestra
unan
in
ber the meetings' that are to be held
and choir will participate
sub- in the city hall tonight to decide on a
The
beautiful
program.
usually
school hoard election.
ject of the sermon for tomorrow ticket for the
"
will
These
o'clock
be
(jatherlogs are of much import
nioinin? at U
In the evening at 7:30 tlie ance, and as the election is to be
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THE POPULAR PRICE STORE
Sale Agents for the Celebritei Dorothy DM

Phone Main

FIVE

Transact Your Business Through This Bank
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Ladies and Misses Coats from
$7.50 to $15.00
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PERSONALS

We have rounded up the choicest selection of all ort of
merchandiie for Spring and
Summer. We know we need
not remind you that style, quality and prices are right when
you come to us.

Hoffman

OPTC,

pictures, one a reproduction of a por
trait of a historic pillar of King Solo
mon's temple, which is now in the
possession of the Vatican and Is kept
in St. Peter's cathedral at Rome. An
other of the pictures presented by Mr,
Klnkel was a portrait of Benjamin
Franklin, who was a prominent Ma.
son.
As an incident of one of the speech
es made at the meeting it was shown
that there are a number of old men in
the lodge and that In the latter years
not only do the older men occupy
higher positions, hut the younger
men also are called to official posi
tions that heretofore were deemed
available only for those who are full
of years. Chapman lodge has the dis
tinction of being the second oldest
lodge in New Mexico and last year
celebrated its fiftieth anniversary. It
.s one of the largest Masonic lodges
in the state and one of the most active. The past masters who were
present at the meeting Thursday night
were Past Masters George W. Ward,
Robert L. M. Ross, Charles Ilfeld, O. L,
Gregory, C. D. Boucher, George H.
Klnkel. W. H. Slapp and N. O. Her
mann.
4
Miss Meloney Bride
of Mr. Carl Wells.
Easter Monday evening at the residence of The Rev. Father Adrian
y
Rabeyrolle, Miss Genevieve Anna
and Cail Henry Wells were
united in marriage by Father Rabeyrolle in the presence of the several
members of their families and a few

intimate friends. Attending the bride
as bridesmaid was her sister, Miss
Marie Meloney, and the bride's brother, Mr. Edwail Meloney, acted as
best man. The bride, who was at
tractively gowned in a white serge
suit with hat to match, was given in
marriage by her father, Mr. A. A.
Meloney.
Fololwing the ceremony the wedding party returned to the Meloney
residence where a bridal dinner was
served. Those present besides the
bride and groom were Mrs. W.
mid
mid
Cuf.
Mlf

Inly

Mr. and Jre.
Hole
Mrs. L.
Mrs. j: I). Ho'it,
Mrs,
Mr,
Mart Meloney,
ui:,( Mr I'XvmsmI

F. 8. Alien, Mr.
and lamlly, Mr.
Mr. 1.1.1 un, U,
A. A. Meloney,
Mr. If, K ml
M. i, y.

Trust Co.

(&

$111,000
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"Jennie Brice" Dinner
On Tuesday Night
An event of importance
in this
week's calendar of social affairs was
the "Jennie Brice Banquet" given at
the Y. M. C. A. to the judge, jury,
prisoner, counsel and witnesses of
the famous "Jennie Brice" trial which
was held at the association last December. The members of the board
of directors of the Y. M. C. A. proved
themselves Ideal hosts, furnishing
not only an elaborate banquet, hut
also an Interesting program of entertainment. The guests, on entering
the banquet, room, found themselves
s
in
and all about them
were numerous ghosts, members of
the junior "gym" class, who, with
Secretary Phil LeNoir, sang a clev
er ghost song entitled "The Ghost of
Jennie Brice." After disposing of the
"eats" the menu of which was as foi-- '
lows:
Creme Tomato( Soup
Olives
Celery
Veal Loaf Aux Champagnons
Duchess Potatoes
Chicken Salad
Ice Cream
Dinner Rolls
Assorted Cake
Cotiee
George H. Klnkel, president of the
r,
association took the chair as
introducing the following list
of speakers, all of whom made clever
and appropriate speeches.
."Jail Life"
r.Kd J. McWenie
The Prisoner
IW. J. Lucas
"My Fee"
Attorney for Prosecution
C. W. G. Ward
"The Ladles"
Attorney for Defense
- D. J. Leahy
"My Charge"
The Judge
"My Opinion of the T. M. C. A."
Dr. Jacob Landau
Rabbi Jewish Synagogue
E. C. Anderson
"The Gym-JaPastor M. E. Church
'"The Young Men's Christian Asso-- "
Theo. E. Prout
elation"
General Secretary R. R. Y. M. C. A.
Topeka, Kan.
Mrs. Hallet Raynolds
"The Men"
Charles Ilfeld
"Remarks"
H. LeNoir
-- Phil
"Thanks"
General Secretary Y. M. C. A.
During the evening the Kolbo orchestra furnished a pleasing musical
program, which was thoroughly enjoyed by all those present.
toast-maste-

'.-R-

Woman's

Club Starts
Busy Social Week

College Boys
Made a Big Hit.

Several important social events are
scheduled for the coming week. On
Monday evening in the rooms of the
Commercial club the Woman's club of
Las Vegas is to entertain. The first
part of the evening, from 8 o'clock
to 10.30 o'clock, will be given up to
card playing and the remainder of the
evening will be spent in dancing.! A
light luncheon is to be served ''during
the evening and the ladies' of the committee who have the affair in charge
assure every person attending an enjoyable evening's entertainment.
The entertainment being a benetit
one, there will be an admission' of 50
cents charged. This sum will include
everything, dancing, card playing and
the luncheon. The proceeds of the
entertainment will go toward the fund
now being raised by the Woman's
club for the building of a sidewalk
rnd road from the Hot Springs boulevard to the Masonic cemetery. ' As
Monday's entertainment is one in
which every citizen of Las Vegas
should be interested, it Is hoped that
the patronage will be exceptionally
large and everyone attending will be
sure of a hearty welcome from the
.'
ladies.
On Thursday evening at the Elks'
club will be given an informal dance.
This is to be a farewell affair for the
retiring exalted ruler, P. D. McElroy,
and other officers of the lodge whose
terms of office will soon expire.
entertainment
committee In
The
charge of this dance is planning on
making this the most enjoyable affair
held thus far at the Elksv home and
'
every local Elk is expected to he
present together with his lady. Visiting Elks and their ladles' are cordially
invited to attend and it is hoped by
the committee that altogether the at
tendance at the dance will be the
largest ever. Mrs. Anna Simlson Will
furhish an excellent program of dance
music. The dance will be commenced
at 8 o'clock. Dancing as usual will be
held in the beautiful lodge room of
'
the home.
A week from the coming Thursday,
April 10, the ladie3 of Congregation
Montefiore are to give a dance in the
armory. A comtrtent committee of
ladies has this affair in charge and It
is expected that the dance will he one
of the largest held In Las Vegas this

The annual Easter Monday dance
given last Monday evening at the armory by the local council of the
Knights of Columbus, was, perhaps,
the most enjoyable affair held in Las
Vegas for many a month. The guests
of the council, the members of the
State College Glee
Pennsylvania
club, livened up the dance considerably, the ladles attending the Jance
stating afterwards that never before
had they had such an enjoyable anJ
Interesting an evening.
Much credit is due the committee
in charge of the dance for the cordial
manner In which it received the college men, and there is no doubt but
that Las Vegas ara the Knights of
of most
Columbus will y.t,
highly by the Pennsylvania men
of the enjoyable evening spent
here.
The Simlson orchestra furnished an
excellent dance program, being generous with extras and at all times
providing music which appealed especially to the dancers. The numbers on the program that had a "ragtime swing" were enthusiastically received by many of the younger Bet
and "ragging" was enjoyed by those
who like that form of dancing. One
hundred couples were on the floor
during every dance and in addition
there were a large number of spectators, all of whom thoroughly enThe
joyed watching the dancers.
floor of the armory was In excellent
condition for dancing, and much,
credit is due Mrs. Edward O'Brien,
who had it la charge.

season.

Catholic Ladies
Elect Their Officers
The Ladies' Aid Society of the Im
maculate Conception he'd lt3 regu'ar
monthly meeaag ix liureday evening at the O. U. 0. ii ill. The niosUn?,
which was called for the purpose of
electing officers, was well attended.
Following the business of the evening
Ave hundred was played and an enjoyable evening spent by all. At the
business 'meeting one of the plans
made for tlie work of the ladies aid for
the coming year was to include in the
work a course of household science.
It was suggested that members be
requested to prepare interesting demonstrations of the cooking science.
The officers elected at this meeting
were: president, Mrs. John Papen;
secretary, Mrs. P. J. Emenaker; reporter, Mrs. C. M. Bernhard; general
legislator or director, Mrs. H.. J. Ryan.

,
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Mlsa Schlott Hostess

At Birthday Dinner.
Oa Monday evening of this week
Miss Ruth Schlott was the hostess
at a five course dinner given in honor of the birthdays of her mother,
Mrs. J. C. Schlott, and of her sister.
Miss May Sch'lott The affair was an
enjoyable one, the dinner being tastefully served. The decorations were
of Easter lilies. Those present were
Mr. and Mrs. J. C- - Schlott, Mr and
Mrs. John Koogler, Miss May Schlott,
Mrs. R. T. Campbell, Mr. Vernon
Schlott, Master Junior Connell and
Master Walter Connell of Denver,
Colo.
V
Miss Lujan to be
Bride of E. Guerin

.
Farewell Party
,
for Miss Ettinger.
,
On Tuesday afternoon ,Miss Hazel
Five HunWebb was hostess at
dred party, given in honor of Miss
Julia Ettinger, who next week will
leave for Richmond, Va. There were
six tables of players, the young, ladles
(

J

Monday morning in the Church of
Our Lady of Sorrows will occur the
marriage of Ernest Guerin and Misa
Elolsa Lujan. The bride is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Sablno Lujan. Mr.
Guerin is proprietor of the Plaza Elec
tric company and is a young business
man who is well known in Las Vegas.
Following the weddinb ceremony there
will be a reception for the newly
wedded pair at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Sablno Lujan. '

spending a very enjoyable afternoon.
At the conclusion of the card play
dainty refreshments were served, the
decorations fcelng of Easter 'flowers
and novelties The youn ladies 'present were Miss Julia Ettinger, Miss
Madeline Mills,, V.ibb Frances Myers,
MURPHY CAUSES THE
Miss Lucy Myers, Miss Ruth Winters,
EvbeS'atx
Miss
Miss Jessie Evans,
ARREST OF El'GOVEBN
ans, Miss Gladys McVey, Miss Xbr-rain-e
Tralnor, Miss Ruth Nahm, Miss
Helen Nahm, Miss AMce Cornell, Miss
Par-nelACCUSES
NIGHT" WATCHMAN
Marguerite Reed, Miss Elizabeth
m
'Nellie
Miss'
OF
"Wells
POLICE
MERCHANTS'
Louise
Miss
Miss Ward to Wed
NEGLECTING DUTY.
Schooner,' Miss
Wells, Miss Edith
'
a Denver Man.
Marie Clement, Miss Lucy Clement,
An Easter engagement announceMiss Enid McGee, Miss' Julia Fleck!
Upon complaint of Pierce Mtirphy,
ment of much interest In Las Vegas Miss Ruth Sehnger and Miss Kate an officer employed by a number of
is that of Miss Rachael Dunbar Ward Si linger.
merchants of the city to acf '&s' a ,
and Mr. L. H. Peterson of Denver,
night watchman, James McGovern,
better known as "Terry" McGovern,
Colo., which was made public this
week by Miss Ward's mother, Mrs. J. Mr. Mead Host to
regularly appointed night merchants'
' r
H Ward. Miss Ward is a popular Sunday School Class
policeman, was arrested late yesterLast Thursday evening at his resi day afternoon on a charge of negyoung lady of the Meadow City and
the wine room
is one of the members of the young- dence Professor Rufus Mead enter lecting to enforce
er society set. Mr. Peterson is weil tained In honor of his Sunday school laws. McGovern was taken before
known In Las Vegas, having visited class. Various interesting games com Justice Pablo TJlibarri on the West
declared he
here a number of times, and has posed the enertainment for the even side. Justice TJlibarri
many friends here. The wedding is ing after which delicious refreshments had no jurisdiction in the matter bo
were served by the host. A short busi far as conducting a trial and banding
to occur in the early summer.
ness session of the class was held out a penalty in the case was con'
Rose Luncheon
during the evening and it was decided cerned. Accordingly he bound Mcthat the class ehquld organize a base Govern over to the grand jury. Tho
at Turner Home
Mrs. Marshall Turner was hostesB ball team, nw that it has won tlie latter put up bond for his fteur- this afternoon at an Auction Bridge championship ot the Sunday S'hool ancft.
According- to Muri'hy'a fctory M
arly followed by au enjoyable "rose Uubletbail league. Those present were
1
i
) i ;
''i
luncheon," the table decorations being Omar Marker, J'aul Sehoeuy, Clare Govern h,,, l,i;nle
I
of roses. Mrs. Turner's p.uesis wtj Kwifler, Dial-Jefca!i;iia.
imify, Tlimai tiuiidt, WOlillrll from
Mia. JUrry W. Kelly, Mrs, JlalleM
.:!'. ii K'lhdt, Kin lib JioLuriB, t;ulilli';li Multhy d': Jfelt i.tt ii u a fli 9 noe,t
Mftf rlUh pttH,
J.l I'.; 1.1. ! iii't i
- i
.
'ij!!jlrl i'ill,
1'lalili
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KayiioMa, Hr. ", H. 'iiidioti,
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCfe SOCIETY,
the HoyaJ Poinetana and The Breakers.
Regular service every ouuuay mora
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even
Thus unless you are content to go
"
"afromo-bile,tng at 8 o'clock in O R. C. hail.
the
to
must
take
afoot you
: an
d:
as the wheel chair Is popularly
RESOLUTION NO 36
caled. That is a comfortable and
A resolution relating to the city
luxurious affair in which one may loll
election to be held in the city of Las
at peace, unmindful of the dusky inThe
the
Vegas, New Mexico on the first day
power.
furnishes
who
dividual
.wheel chair industry is one which
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE of April, A. D. 1913, appointing judges and clerks of election,
keeps a large number of our darker CONCEPTION Adrian
Rabeyrolle.
T PALM BEACH WOMEN WEAR brethren in modest prosperity. The oadtor.
Whereas, a city election for the pur
MANY DIFFERENT COSTUMES
First ui&ss at 7 a. m.; second maas pose of electing members of the board
Mips are liberal and the whole busi
IN ONE DAY
ness yields something like $40,000 u 10 a. in. Sunday school in English of education, will be held in the city
each season. That figure will give md Spanish at 3 p. m., In Spanish at of Las Vegas, New Mexico, on the
If it were possible to sum up Palm some idea of how loath the average
M p. in. Rosary and benediction first day of April, A. D. 1913, and
in one word, that word would visitor is to undue display of energy 'I the hi eased sacrament at 7:30 p
Whereas, it is necessary to appoint
judges and clerks of said election,
le "change" change as distinguish- when energy is unnecessary.
Now, therefore, be it resolved by
ed from monotony and the bugaboo of There is always breeze for sailing, Sunday school for English speakfcoredom.
In the first place, there is and sailing, motor boating and yacht- ing and Spanish speaking children the city council of the City of Las Vethat most striking change from the ing in all its forms are among the every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
gas, New Mexico, that the following
named persons be and constitute, and
Weak, wintry atmosphere of the north most popular of the sports. That,
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF 60R they are hereby appointed as the judgto the soft airs of southern summer. however, is only one of many
HOWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor. es and clerks of said election in the
There is a change, too, from the stern
pastimes.
carniFirst mass at 6:30 a. in., third Sun various wards of said city,
widest
an
almost
the
to
offers
Lent
Beach
of
A
Palm
day
propriety
After
convention.
First Ward: Judges John A. Ross,
entertainment.
lay
from
excepted. Second mass 8:30
sort of range for
val like freedom
There is change in the very look of breakfast there is always the chance sermon in English, hymns rendered R. B. Rice, T. H. Ogden. Clerks-Jo- hn
E. McGuire, W. T. Reed.
the plate, change from brilliant color for a wheel chalf expedition, a tour 3y the children under the direction
the
of
jf
Sisters
mass
Third
Loretto.
Second
a
or
short
Ward: Judges O. L. Gregcolor
foliage,
of
yachtthe
brilliant
to
tropical
golf links,
of opalescent sea and serene blue ing excursion, a set at tennis or a it 10:30 a. m., sermon In Spanish. ory, Filomeno Gonzales, C. N. Douglas.
From 3 to i Sunday
school. At i Clerk3 Morris Biehl, N. B. Roseberry.
skies, change in the sharp transition chat on the veranda.
SacraThird Ward: Judges A. D. Htggins,
The golf links in themselves are fine Benediction of the Blessed
from the height of civilization as
in the hotels to the deep jun- enough to lure any enthusiast, and ment. At the New Mexico Hospital John W. Jones, H. C. Young. Clerks
J. S. Duncan, Jr., William Doll.
gle that forms the background; overlooking the ocean from their for the Insane mass every fourth
Fourth Ward: Judges W. A.
r'hanen In the kaleidoscopic
shifting setting in dense tropical foliage are Sunday by the pastor.
William Sparks, Rafael Gallegos.
of the gay crowds.
doubly attractive to the northern play
FIRST M. E. CHURCH.
Clerks A. Rainey, Salomon Gallegos.
course nas come to
There is change in the diversions er. The
that run iuto almost every form of en- be one of the golfing centers of the Corner Eighth street and National Adopted this 26th day of March, A.
tertainment imaginable. And not to south, and it is seldom that repre- avenue. Rev. E. C. Anderson, pas- D. 1913.
at hand. tor.
fce forgotten from the feminine point sentative playere are not
Approved:
Sunday school, 9:4S.
J. TAT J PERT,
. ROBERT
of view, there is the never ending The season, too, has Its full share
:
naat
with
sermon
one
of
Morning
Attest
in
worship
tournaments
and
that
costume
and
of
of
handicaps
Mayor.
change
11 o'clock.
CHAS. TAMME, Clerk.
rarticular the American Riviera has tional interest.
Epworth League, 6:15 p. m.
For those who find small delight In
few, ir any, rivals. Yes, Palm Beach
Evening worship with sermon at
ELECTION PROCLAMATION.
means change, but as the humorist sport there are always the shops.
7:30 o'clock.
In accordance with the statute in
puis it, it does not mean small change. Along the main corridor of the Royal
A cordial Invitation is extended x such cases
Ponciana may be found all the exmade, and provided, we,
Anything but that.
all
who have no other place of wor the undersigned, the city council of
And the people? There is no pos- pensive fripperies dear to woman. For
to attend divine services at this the city of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
sibility of generalization, for there is that particular thase of metropolitan ship
no Palm Beach "type". The people life she will have no reason to be church.
hereby proclaim and give public notice of an election to be held in the
are as varied as the things they do. lonesome.
to
of
be
taken
ST.
corners
means
Whatever
the
PAUL'S
come
four
from
MEMORIAL CHURCH. city of Las Vegas, New Mexico, n
may
They
the country. If the different indiv- while away the first part of the morn-ins- , Corner National avenue and Eighth Tuesday, the first day of April, A.
D. 1913, the object anu purpose of
11 o'clock finds nearly every body streets.
Rev. J, S. Moore, rector.
iduals who make up the picturesque
First Sunday after Easter, March which is to elect five members of
whole have anything in common it is at the beaches, either in the surf on
the board of education of the city of
the possession of money much money the ocean, side, in the stiller waters 30, 1913. Low Sunday.
Las Vegas, as follows:
.us a matter of course, or much money of Lake Worth or in the swimming
Holy communion, 7:30.
Two members for a term of two
for the time being. The millionaire pools. That is by common consent
Holy baptism and address to chil
the hour for dren, 11.
years.
for the day or fortnight mingles in the bathing hour,
Three members for a term of four
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
rivalry with the millionaires of un the display of the marvels of the
Processional hymn, "Onward, Chris- years.
doubted st a n din'-- '. Nobody puts the bathing costume.
That the polling places where said
The bathing girl at Palm Beach tian Soldiers.'
awkwaid question of "Where did it
election Is to be heid in each ward
ome from?"
Administration of holy baptism.
has long since earned a deserved re
To keep abreast of the continual putation for being up to the minute
Hymn,- "O, Jesus, I Have Prom- in said ctiy Qf Las Vegas, New Mexi
co, are as follows:
ilri'ss parade milady must appear dain- She is seen in the latest combinations ised."
Ward No. 1 Office of La Voz del
Address.
tily rlad at breakfast. Then as 11 or colors and in the latest novelties
Pueblo.
o'clock ttears she doffs her first cos- in desigrs.
Hymns, "Angels, Roit the Rock
Ward No. 2 City hall.
fashion-er- f
tume to don a wonderfully
Some of the bathing girls are ver Away."
Ward No. 3 Carnegie library build
Presentation of offering, Chant 189.
bathing suit, preferably of silk, itable mermaids, delighting in the
in which the she toys with the ocean waves, but there are others who fear
ing.
Distribution of Easter plants.
ir reclines on the berch. Next comes the bedraggled appearance which fol Recessional, from "Greenland's Icy Ward No. 4 Oifice of Clay & Glv- ens.
luncheon and another change, again lows a real dip and are content to Mountains."
Done at the city of Las Vegas, New
(he nopday concert with possibly still pose gracefully In the neighborhood
another exhibition of the modiste's of the ocean.
Mexico, this 21st day of ,March, A
CHRISTIAN TABERNiCLE.
D. 1913.
After the bath there is a brief peCorner Eighth and Main street.
ROBERT J. TAUPifiRT,
The afternoon brings tea and a cre- riod for new bedecking, followed by
9:45 a. m. Bible school.
ation to match, with the addition of luncheon, and then begins the most 10.45 a. m.
Mayor cf the City of Las
Special memorial sern creamy parasol, and
Vegas, N. M.
finally late din- complete dress parade of the daylight vice In honor of David
Livingstone Attest:
ner would he incomplete without its hours. This is best seen along the
as follows:
CHAS. TAMME, Clerk.
full dress. Six complete costumes for spacious piazzas of the Breakers,
Hymn, "O Where Are the Reapevery day is no light trial to any wo where the rarest crowds that the ers?"
ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
man and that is not the worst of it place can show gather to listen to the
Rev. J. L. Imhof.
Notice is hereby given to all tax
lor it is not the thing to wear the noon day concert and chiefly to view Invocation, of
Unveiling
Livingstone portrait.
in Precinct No, 29 of the
same gown lon enough to have it beautiful woman marvelously gown
"The Son of God Goes Forth payers
Hymn,
San Miguel, that I will be
of
.mtow familiar.
county
ed.
to War."
To see and be seen is the desire of
It has long been the habit of Palm Address, "The Personal Life of in my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, between the hours of 8 a. ir. and 5 p.
the majority of those who while away Beach to rest for an hour or so after David
Livingstone," by Miss Pearl m., until the 30th
"the fag-ena.
of the winter at this Mon- midday.
In
day o April, 1913,
indulges
Everybody
Hutchinson.
to receive returns cf all taxable propte Carlo of the New World, and that siesta or pretends to, and it is not
Address, "Livingstone the Pathfind
erty. Those failing to do so within
explains the wheel chair. Palm Beach correct to appear again until after er, Rev. Imhof.
fs a horseless, motorless community 3:30 o'clock.
the
specified time will he assessed
Hymn, "There Is Work to Do."
and the only vehicle propelled by a
by me according to section 4035 of
At that time tea is served on the
"Two
Great. Processions,"
Address,
our legged animal is the little mule hotel lawns and there is further op
the compiled laws of 1897 and a pen- by Bert Bowen.
of 25 per cent will he imposed
drawn tramcar which plies between portunity of looking as attractive as
layt
Hymn, "Jesus Saves."
on
who fall to make returns.
those
the
festivities
possible. After dinner
11:15 a. m. Lord's Supper, follow
Bast
Las
Vegas, N. M., March 15,
of the evening begin and they are ed
by special music.
1913.
scarcely less varied than those of
A solo, "The Endless Day," by Miss
Will
MANUEL A. SANCHEZ,
the day.
Edna Gerard.
Assessor.
Music Is everywhere, and with mu11:30 a. m. Morning sermon.
H. D. YOUNG,
sic dancing. The avenue and the
11.30 a. m. Morning sermon, "The
Deputy.
lake front path is alive again with a Joy of the Cross."
constant stream of, moving chairs, the
m.
6:30 p.
Christian Endeavor.
Because there you will have a
ATTENTION
REPUBLICANS
electric headlights of which make
7:30
p. m. Evening
address,
chance to succeed. There ClA meeting of the republicans of
them appear like an indolent bevy of 'Waste," Rev. J. L. Imhof, pastor.
No. 29 is hereby called for
imate, soil and water, in confireflies. Night sailing is one of the
A cordial invitation extended to all. Precinct
junction with intelligent labor,
favorite modes of merrymaking, and
Saturday evening, March 29, in the
work wonders. Alfalfa, fruits,
launch parties to the Riviera, a clubcity hall for the purpose of discussing
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Malt the
garden truck, poultry, and daihouse on the lake, are numerons.
coming election of members of
ry products point the way to
Nor should the famous Beach club avenue and Sixth street, Rev. N. B the board of education. The meeting
more than a mere living.
will decide whether or not it is adbe forgotten, for thai Is the feature Green, Pastor.
Preaching at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p visable to combine with, the democrats
most.
of all. There
COLONIST EXCURSIONS
nre to be seen the most, aristocratic ti. Sunday School at 9:45 a. in. A in the nomination, of a ticket. All
VI
Young People's meeting at 6:30 p members of the party are requested
MARCH 13 to APRIL 15
forms of gambling to be found in
m.
The public Is Invited.
second-clas- s
to be present.
America.
There elegantly clad men
1913. Then
JOHN H. YORK, Chairman.
women
and
risk small fortunes on the
tickets from Las Vegas
CHURCH.
turn of a card or the spinning of a FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
to Los Angeles San Francisco,
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. DougATTENTION DEMOCRATS
wheel.
San Diego and to many other
las avenue and Tenth street.
All
democrats residing In Precinct
It.
In
is
all
entertainwill
the
in
be
California
spirit of
points
and
11 29 are
sermon
at
worship
Morning
requested to meet Saturday
ment, however.
sold for $30.00. Corresponding
Palm Beach takes
o'clock.
March 29 in the office of
itu
devotion
to
evening,
serimore
chance no
fare from points on other lines
Bible study and Sunday school ses- Charles Tamme in the city hall for
else.
ously than it takes anything
in connectiou with the Santa
a. m.
the purpose of discussing the apOne misses the feverishness of pur- - sion at 9:45
Fe
Liberal stopover priviof
Christian Endeavor at proaching election of members of the
Society
nose
of
the
is
Monte
real
and
Carlo
leges.
6:30 p. m.
board of education. It is desired to
apt to come away convinced that peo
Three fast trains dally from
The church extends a most hearty determine whether the democrats will
for
that
the simple reason
Las
ple gamble
tourist
Vegas
carry
it is one of the things to do. Frotr invitation to all people. Strangers unite with the republicans In the ses'leepers Mid free chair cars.
and sojourners in the city especially lection of a ticket or b1H nominate
the Boston Herald.
Harvey meals.
welcomed.
a full democratic ticket.
For tickets, reservations, in- BY ORDER OF COMMITTEE.
ana vuji
lunnanon
f
j
SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH-C- or
of "S3an Joaquin
Many sufferers from rheumatism
Grand Vl.Ie.r Your majesty, the
have been surprised and delighted nor Columbia and Railroad Avenus,
o
I
apply
W. It. Burgess, Pastor.
with tba prompt relief afforded by
creum rf our army 1ms bwi whipt,
MM'lytiiK fll"mt,i,i lulu's LIuitlKslit, Not
Preaching 11 a. m., and
p, m., hi and U now freeing. What would you
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LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
r
JS KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
conclave sen. d Tues-.Reg-iula-

day in each month at
Temple at 7:30 j. m. O.
KlnkeL B. C; Chan. Tamme.
corder.
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CHAPTER

LODGE

DORADO

knights or
TH I AS

n
r

Monday eve
in
Caatt
Mug

try

f

Hall.

VUltlai
Knights ar cord
ally invited. Cka
Mebachner, Chaa
cellor Commandos
Keeper of Record

V,
Harry Martin,
and Seal.

ii.

L. O. O. MOOSE

Re-

fourth

Meets second

Thursday

evening

aal

eae)
Vlsitlnj

month at w. O. W. Hall.
brothers cord'.ally Invited.
Dr. 1
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. TboruiU.

NO. 3, ROY

MASONS

Secretary.
LOCAL

TIME

CAHU

EAST BOUND

CHAPTER

NO. 2, O. E. No.
8, Meets first and third Fridays No.
at 7:30 p. m. Id Masonic Temple, No.
Mri. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Ma- No.
tron; Mra, Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.

house-

Meets

1

,

Ma-on-la

Regular con- vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
Blood, Secretary.

PANSFORD

NO.

2....
4
8
10

9:10 p. m
11:05 p. m
2:05 a. m
1:45 p. m

Depart
9:15 p.
11:05 p. t
2:10 a. i
2:10 p m

For Rent

typewriter, auto tire treads
used 25 miles; 14 volumes law
and procedure. J. R., Gen. Del.. City.

brotherly

love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the Becond and fourth Fridays
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laammlo, Clerk.

28x3

Four room furnished
cottage, barn, 7 acres "of land. Also
3
housekeeping rooms. 417 Eighth
street.

FOR

RENT

RENT

Modern

furnished flat.

Ninth street

511

rooms

Suite of housekeeping
Tooms, electric lights, first floor.
508 Main.

DR.

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meeta
every first

Tuesday of

FOR RENT

DENTISTS
E.

L.

HAMMOND,

of

o'clock p.
cordially
President;
retary.

DENTIST

Crockett Building.

Visiting members are especially
Office Telephone- welcome and cordially Invited.
House Telephone
J.

FOR

DR.

F.

B.

Main
Main

in
in

HUXMANN

Dentist
the month in the vestry
Dental work of any description
Temple Monteflore at 8 moderate prices.
ni. Visiting brothers are Room 1
Center Block. Tel. Main
invited.
Isaac Appel,
East Las Vegas, Nt M.
Charles Greenclay. Sec

13

State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
COUN-CIKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath thai
FOR SALE All kinds of dairy uten
NO. 804. Meet
second and he is senior partner of the firm of F
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall, J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
sils, also good water boiler. Apply
the City of Toledo, County and State
Ackerman dairy.
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem-ber- aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
are cordially invited. Richard the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
FOR SALE Farm implements, ridLARS for each and every case of Ca
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
tarrh that cannot be cured by the us
ing plow, McCormick mower etc.,
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
all practically new. Also Rhode Is
FRANK J. CHENEY.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
land Red pullets, heavy layers.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
Meets
at
every
Monday
',
evening
Williamson Ranch.
In my presence, tbU 6th day of Do
their hall on Sixth streeL All visit cember,
A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
ing brethren cordially invited to at
(Seal)
BABY CHICKS Fine purebred sintend.
F. D. Fries, N. G.;
Gus
Notary Public.
gle and Rose Comb Reds, Barred
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Lehman,
10
cts.
Mrs. Geo. Tudor,
Rocks,
nally and acts directly upon th
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; blood
and mucous surfaces of the
Osage City, Kan.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Send for testimonials free
system.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O
WHITE Wyandotte eggs $1.50 for
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
P. O. ELKS Meets second and
15, $6.00 for 1000. Old stock scored
Take Hall's Family Pills for constl
from 90 to 94. William Griggs,
fourth Tuesday evening of each pation. Adv
month Elks home on Ninth street
Wagon Mound, N. M.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothYou can say goodbye to constlpa
tion with a clear conscience if you
ers are cordially invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con- use Chamberlain's Tablets. Many
have been permanently cured by theli
don, Secretary.
LOST Gold signet ring with Initials
use. For sale by all dealers. Adv
M. E. R. Finder return to Optic office and receive reward.

For Sale

L

g

Lost

RETAIL PRICES

LOST

Sunday afternoon, large Navajo blanket. Return to Papen's
grocery and receive reward.

2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 be., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 Ibt., Each Delivery
50 Iba. to
200
Each Delivery
Lese than 50 lbs. Each Delivery

AUTOMOBILE,

CARRIAGE

I
20c

1,000 lbs.

.

lb.

.

per 100 lbs.
25c per 1M Iba.
30c per 100 lb.
40c per 100 Ibt.
50o per 1M iba.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

AND

SIGN PAINTING

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity ana
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegaa Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

HERMAN
429 GRAND AVE.

N. O.

3225E5E23SS'

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
3ardwood Finishing, Papor Hanglnit

y

rt.

CAFl

WEST BOUND
No. 'l
1:20 p. m
1:45 p. m
SALESMEN
6:10 a. m
wanted for
6:15 a.
country FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO. No. 3
102 Mees every Monday night at No. 7.... 4:20 p. m
towns. $25 weekly salary and $5,
4:30 p. n
O. R, C. Hall, on Douglab avenue.at No. 9
6:35 p. m
7:00 p. n
per day allowed for expenses when
8 o'clock.
are
traveling.' Western Cider Co., St.
Visiting
ATTORNFYN
cordially welcome J. C. Wertz,
Louis, Mo.
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. HuntAttorneys-at-LaFOR SALE Cheap if taken at once. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Las
New Mexttw
Vegas.
Meet
in the Forest of
Standard

Monte-Carlo-lik- e

.

1

MAIN

NUMBER,

WANTED Girl for general
work. 1100 seventh street.

CALIFORNIA

one-wa-

NO

Arrive

Wanted

-

d

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
A. M. Regular com

munication first and
third Thursday In
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially in
vited. Wm. P Mills.
H. S .Van Petlen, Secretary.

'

Giv-en- s,

A

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

lk-iir- h

t.

MAM

A

HORT ORDER8 AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BE3T QOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

Choir Loft

OFTEN

BEST

and Glastng.
Estimates Cheerfully
st Side Plaaa
A

ANT Ads
Are Best

Given.
old Town

Market Finders

MESSAGE TO RAILROAD MEN
B. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath, Me.,

sends out this warning to railroaders
everywhere. "My work as conductor
caused a chronic Inflammation of the
kidneys and I was miserable and a'l
From the day I began
played out.
tking Foley Kidney Pili8 I began to
itigain my strength, and I sn. bettor
now than I have been ff r twentv
years." Try them. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
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Classified ads. search out the people to whom-am- ong
ail w
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most
That property you want to sell 1b WORTH MOST ko someose
who reads the ads. In thia newspaper and would never
hear
your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
(aid
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used
machinery
and furniture, article, of usefulness of any sort, and
musical
As ths c!slfli ads, are read by all
possible uy-f ,
slble sort of lhm, they Bav9 come to be
find,s of tba U.t roar
s

kia,
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t
"Hut I want to be alone with her.
outuietm ol ihv ifcVoiUUGU Uiut ltiatle
Can't you see?"
iiuia a republic, ur. faun luijjiU aJ- "I can, but I won't. Go as far as
must me oeeu coimiUtied a Xugiuve
you like. I'll close my eyes."
iu biuiii. Ht: cciiiii,y was i,vi
"Or I'll close them for you!" The
bona feiam in oliieial circiec, and lue
lad scowled; his companion laughed
London, Mach 29. Eiiglish suffra- - to Bow and Bromley on the Issue of j Chinese legation studiously ignored
mirthlessly.
"Don't start nothin' like that I'd gettes are today complaining of a de equal suffrage. Miss Emerson made bis presence until finally, under In
'ruin you. Gals is bad for a man. in cided falling away of American sup a spectacular raid
through the slum structions irom Peking, the legation
trainin' anyhow."
port, in the field of financial 'contrl district. The raid took both the in- hi ought pressure to bear upon the
"I suppose I'm not to see her"
bution as well as in the matter of vol habitants and authorities by
Yal-se"You can see her, but I want to
surprise Japanese authorities, anf Dr. Sun
was requested to leave the counhear what you say to her. No emo- - unteer workers. But at the same for hitherto the militants have contime it is recognized that the reason fined their window
tion till after this race, Wally."
MILWAUKEE MIDDLEWEIGHT HAS
smashing to the try.
"You're an idiot! This whole affair is because the growing activity of fashionable shopping and office disArriving this time in Tokio late
PLACED
IN
THE
HIMSELF
is preposterous ridiculous."
the campaign in America is making tricts, and it was not until the smash in the evening. Dr. Sun was met by
CHAMPIONSHIP CLASS
"And yet it don't make us laugh, increasing demands on both the mon. ers had
destroyed much glass that an enormous crowd composed not on- does it?" Glass mocked.
ey and the time of the American wo- they were arrested.
The offices of l ly of his countrymen and representa
That Bob loha, the chubby middk
"If these cowboys make me run
home interest is the Liberal Association of Bow and tives, but also of the
and
the
that
men,
leading busi- weight of Milwaukee, must be considthat race, they'll be sorry mark my
naturally the more vital
Bromley suffered severely from the ness men and in an official way the ered as a contender for the championwords, they'll be sorry."
!
During the early days of the mili- raid, and thereby were the suffrag- leading people of Tokio. He was driv- ship of that class, was acknowledged
Speed lighted a cigarette and ln-- i
haled deeply, but only once. The tant movement the women's social ettes revenged for the failure of the en at once to the Imperial Hotel,
by all the critics after they witnessed
, other lunged at him with a cry and and political union received
monetary lieral party to
for Lansbury in where a section of the annex, usually the
contest with Eddie
snatched It. "Give me that cigarette!" and personal assistance from numer- his contest to fight
regain his seat as a occupied by minor royalties or forbefore the South Side Athletic
"I've had enough of this foolish- ous
American women, most of whom champion of suffrage. The sentence eign representatives, had been set club
of Milwaukee the past week, sayj
ness," Wally stormed. "You are dis
have withdrawn from the work here of hard labor on the raiders was de- apart for the use of himself and his
charged!"
the Kansas City Star. It was a clev
to take part in the exciting cam- nounced by their supporters as vin- secretaries. From that time on al"I wish I was."
er boxer against a husky, aggressive
"You are!"
paigns which are being conducted in dictive and they at once went on a most every minute of his time has
and at the end of the battlo
"Not!"
various American states. The mili- hunger strike, the result of which been taken up with entertainments, fighter
little to choose between
was
there
"I say you are fired!" Glass stared tants
depended for their American has been their removal to the second interviews, visits and conferences. them, it
a good draw. It will
at him. "Oh, I mean It! I won't be
being
support largely on- - American women division.
Always in the waiting rooms are
bullied."
more than ten rounds to brinj.;
require
in England either for pleasnumbers of people, bankers, mer- a verdict between the two boys and
"Very well." Glass rose ponderous- staying
One of the moBt active fighters lu chants and others. Every possible if they are to settle their differences
ly. "I'll wise up that queen of yours, ure or Btudy. This was because resident American women interested in the W. S. P. U. ranks is Miss
Mr. Speed."
for luncheon or for dinner as to who is who in their claim for
Amy period
"You aren't going to talk to Miss the cause have given their talents Alaud Hicks,
been
has
taken up by this or, that the title
formerly a professor at
they had better negotiate
Blake? Wait!" Speed wilted miser- and sympathies lo the organizations
or individuals. The a marathon contest out in California.
Mawr. Her record of previous organization
Bryn
ably. "She mustn't know. I I hire which use only constitutional meth- convictions
reads like that of a New rooms occupied by the
Moha was a greatly improved boxer
you over again."
ods in their campaigns.
American York burglar.
She is exceedingly are well stocked wth beautrful t.'ees over a year ago when he fought Billy
"Suit yourself."
"You see, don't you? My love for wives of Englishmen in most cases proud of this record, which is spread and flowers, some of them carrying Papke and McGoorty In the east. He
Helen is the only serious thing I ever also have attached themselves to the over a page of the new "Who's Who" the flag of the republic
cross- wa3 also In excellent condition, havexperienced," said the boy. "I can't constitutional organizations.
of woman's suffrage. Miss Hicks Is ed with the flag of the empire of ing trained down from 175 to 15S, allose her. You've got to help me out."
A number of American women who now so well
known to the police that Japan. This in itself is significant, though the weight was set at 160
And so it was agreed.
have associated themselves with the she cannot
on the street with- especially when it is coupled with the pounds at 3 o'clock. Owing to his
appear
That evening, when the clock .militant movement have
jail records out meeting some policeman who has expression of Sun Yat-sehimself short and chunky build Moha is a
struck nine, J. Wallingford Speed was as
long as the most ardent of their had the pleasure of accompanying her -- uv, BO,u
lu a vmw.
jap- - j hard man to box He is as gtron3 aa a
ready and willing to drag himself off
to bed, in Bpite of the knowledge that English sisters, but the same enthus- to a police station. No one woman an will, I believe, be the first lo rec
jbun and can take a lacing without
Fresno was waiting to take his place iasm which led them to smash win- in the militant army has done more ognize the republic of China "
,
but he is al- winUillg an
in the hammock.
He was racked by dows and disturb the peace of cabinet for the
Ostensibly the doctor comr s for
mo.wv wMrn
.:,,,
glaziers' trade, than Miss
,Wt
a thousand pains, his muscles were ministers has now been enlisted at
the purpose of studying commercial is most
Hicks.
discouraging to an opponent.
sore, his back lame. He was con- the suffrage battlefront in the United
and especially tne rail- - 1;ol).g fchort
conditions,
Until
return
her
to
the
United
sumed by a thirst which Glass stoutly States.
choppy WoW3 carTy much
States, where she has gone to be- roads of Japan. While this douut- - w eight and have more sting to them
refused to let him quench, and posThis defection is resented by some come chairman of the
sessed by a fearful longing for a
congressional less, is true, he unquestionably has a than most people JmagIne B0 that
smoke. When he dozed off, regard- of the officials of the Women's Social committee for woman's Fuffrage, Miss further purpose. He is here, accord when he
gets in close he doe3 con- less of the snores from the bunk-hous- and Political Union, who declarjd Alice Paul a doctor of
Philosophy of ing to current belief, to make friends jsIderable damage,
adjoining, Berkeley Fresno's that there should be no national boun- the
University of Pennsylvania, was for China; to ibring his influence to
McGoorty was handicapped with a
musical tenor was Bounding In his daries in the cause and that, once
a
close
rival of Miss H.cks for the bear in order that the republic of bad hand to start with and la the fifth
ears.
thrown in their lot with the distinction of
serving the longest China may be recognized; to secure
It seemed to' Speed that he had having
be hurt it again, which fact preshould stay time in jail. Miss Paul is now at her the assistance support, perhaps even round
they
English
militants,
his
closed
him doing his best work in
barely
eyes when he felt
vented
an alliance, with and from Japan,
a rough hand shaking him, and heard in the forefront of the battle until home In Moorestown, Pa.
the
latter
part of the battle. He baI
parliament capitulates. They also
his trainer's voice calling, in a
Another American woman who has and this remarkably able Chinaman, to make fake
punches with it to try
"Come on, Cull! Get up!'' complain of the inactivity of Amerileft for home recently after a tour who has lived abroad for nearly twen- and throw Moha off his guard as to
When he turned over it was only can women permanently residing In of
Europe, spent chiefly in investigat- ty years, who rose upon the horizon its real condition. However, in the
to be shaken into complete wakefulLondon, and decltre that their attithe suffrage movement, is Mrs. of China a little over a year ago, and
ing
ness.
early part of the contest Eddie did
tude is selfish. In answer to this, a James Sanborn of San
Francisco, who twelve months ago was the pro- splendid work with his left hand,,
"Hurry up, it's daylight!"
of
member
the
American
prominent
who was one of the 'leaders in the visional president, with an. extreme"Where?"
jabbing "Bob" at will In the fare and
"Come, now, you got to run five Women's Society stated that her campaign which gave the California ly doubtful status in the squalid capikeeping him at long ran?e, bin
no
more
business to women the vote. Mrs. Sanborn
miles before breakfast!"
compatriots had
spent tal of Sanking, surrounded there with
chubby boy got into close quarSpeed sat up with a groan. "If J meddle in the English suffrage moveand extreme danger, is now ters he
run five miles," he said, "I won't want ment than an American man would three months in Spain, where she intrigues
began to score points fast.
met one avowed suffragette.
This the center of attraction in the capi At the clean
any breakfast," and he laid himself have to mix actively in politics here.
hitting game McGoorty
bold pioneer declared, however, that tal of Japan. He has undoubted fol-down again gratefully he was very
had by far the better of the points
sore whereat his companion fairly
she had many sub rosa supporters. lowing, and a following which in- while' Moha had the best of the inThe latest American volunteer to Mrs. Sanborn visited
dragged him. out of bed. As yet the
many of the cludes people whose names are assofighting and aggressive work. In the
room was black, although' the windows the fighting forces of the W. S. P.
suffrage organizations here, but did ciated closely with big things in fourth Hob drove home a short rteht
were grayed by the first faint streaks IT., Miss Xelie Enierson, of Michigan, not do
any active work for any of Japan. The Mitsuis, Shibusawa, the to the body,
of dawn. From the adjoining room proved herself a strenuous fighter
just below the heart that
them.
Iwasakis, the chamber of commerce, made Eddie
came a chorus of distress: snores of for the brief time she remained at
wince, but he never let
the minister of war, the minister of
every size, vojume, and degree of inthe
It hurt him. Again
know
others
Is
She
a
now, nowver,
guest
Miss Teresa Frances Wilson, sec- navy do not, as a rule, waste their in the
tensity, from the last harrowing gasp liberty.
Bob sent a left to the;
eighth
in
His
of
'
jail,
Holloway
Majesty
of strangulation to the bold trumpet
retary of the National Council of Wo- time upon "impossibles or upon peothat made Eddie see stars for a.
ings of a bull moose. There were where she has been removed to the men of Canada, is still an active unit ple who have little influence and no jaw
moment and he appeared dazed, but.
sighs, groans of torture second division after undergoing a of the W. S. P. U.'s
fighting cohorts. future.
just for a moment, after which hit
rumbling blasts. Speed shuddered.
hunger strike as a protest against a She is a
"No, I have not time to be a presiand uses her
playwright,
"They sound like a troop of trained sentence of hard labor for window
quickly recovered and fought back
as well as a hammer in support dent" he said, in reply to the laugh- harder than ever.
he said.
McGoorty's last
Miss pen
Accompanied
smashing.
by
of the cause.
ing suggestio)n that the future must three
"Don't wake 'em up. Here!" Glass
him one
have
Lands-burfights
taught
and
Pankhurst
George
Maxine Elliott and her sister Ger- finally land him in the presidential
yawned widely, and tossed a bundle ol Sylvia
must cut out all fancy
he
that
thing
son
of
member
the
former
Jr.,
sweaters at his companion.
trude (Mrs.
are ac- chair if China prospered as a repub- living and attend
strictly to huslnesa
"Ugh! These clothes are all wet of parliament who resigned his seat tive workers for the cause which they lic.
will not remain
otherwise
he
a
and cold, and It feels like blood!"
"1 have undertaken
tnis railroad
serve through the Actresses' Francandidate for the championship;
"Nothin' but the mornin' dew."
strong
chise League. Gertrude Elliott fre- scheme, and it is a huge undertak- It also means that if "Boh" Moha will
'It's perspirallon."
t
Yat-sewent on, "but
quently opens her home for suffrage ing," Dr. Sun
"Well, a little sweat won't hurt you."
keep himself in condition and worli
entertainments and receptions, and it can, and it shah be carried out
"Nasty word." Speed yawned in
he will make all the middle
steadily
turn. "Perspiration! I can't wear wet
her husband appears occasionally on People who smi'ie at it do not stop weight claimants take notice.
cloth es," and would have crept back
the platform in support of the move- to think. The resources buried in tne
into his bed.
ment. Few actresses take an active soil of China are enormous, incalculThis
This time Glass deposited him upon
Johnny Kilbane is to have a real
part in militancy, although some of able. They must be developed in or- championship battle at Los Angeles
a stool beside the table, and then
them approve of the methods. The der that China may assume her right- in April, his opponent
Silver
lighted a candle, by the ,sickly glare
being Johnny
In order
of which he selected a pair of running-shoesonly ones who go out with a hammer ful position in the world.
Dundee, the wee Scott h boy whom
to develop these resources we must
-- if
use are those without an engagement, to have
Monteilh says will surely send
means of transportation, and the Seotty
"Why didn't you leave me alone?''
whom a short term in jail means no
the way of all
Johnny
grumbled the younger man. "The
of development the world ovEMPRESS financial loss. The Actresses' Fran- history
Dundee has come along nicely the
only pleasure I get is in sleep I for
chise League often adds to the gay-et- y er is that capital is always forthcom- past year and he has
get things then."
put up some
and picturesqueness of the cam- ing to build railroads with coal, sil- great
FLOUR
the.
sarcasretorted
"Yes."
his best work being
former,
battles,
paign by giving novel entertainments ver, gold and copper at the other against Frank Conley whom he knock
tically, "and you also seem to forget
that these are our last days among
to replenish the war chest. One of end. You may call it a dream, if ed out in 19 rounds. He wall
It s giving you
havq
the living. Saturday the big thing
these was advertised recently by a you will, but dreams sometimes come to be even better than whoa he beat
comes off."
I
do not expect, to see China
a present for do- procession of masked actresses bear- true.
will find a much differ-- .
"Forget! I dreamed about it!" The
with lailroads even in my Conley for he
gridironed
sandwich boards.
ing;
ent
in
boy sighed heavily. It was the hour
opronent
Kilbane, one who not
ing something
lifetime, but I am certain, if the
in which hope reaches its lowest ebb
only knows how to box, but who can
I
do
world
will
that
the
be
lasts,
you'd
any
gridiron
and vitality is weakest. He was Very
In the new "Who's Who" of
hit when the occasion demands'. Even
seen in China.
cold and very miserable.
way when vou
Suffrage, just off the press, it
when in his prime, never had
iAttell,
am
here to stuciy the indus"You ain't got no edge on me," the
"Yes, I
is interesting to note that in the
learn
much
on
how
Much
Johnny when it cornea to
other acknowledged, mournfully. "I'm
sketches of the careers of both Mr. trial conditions and to observe other cleverness. With one a fighter of the
too young to die, and that's a bet"
Betfer EMPRESS
and Mrs Pethick Lawrence, the bald things in Japan. I am here in the rugged type and the other a scienti-- I
Suddenly the pandemonium in the
FLOUR rtalb is- - I statement is made that ihey were re- friendliest spirit to visit my friends fie boxer and fighter combined the
bunk-houswas pierced by the braand to show that I nave not forgotten
zen Jangle of an alarm-clocMade by GERquested to leave the W. S. P. V. by the
contest should be a grand one.
whereat
many kindnesses shown me, and
was
Mrs.
a sleepy voice cried:
Paukhurst. Much secrecy
MAN PROCESS
I
no grudge for what was
clock!"
observed when the Pethick Law- that bear
"Cloudy, kill that
at
time
the
a
necessary discourtesy."
"The Indian uttered some indistinAN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
rences severed their connection with
ONE COUPON FROM
One of the first acts of Dr. Sun is sweeping over the town and young
guishable epithet, and the next instant
in
statement
the
and
the
militants,
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
there came a craBh as the offending
Yat-seafter his arrival was to visit and old are alike affected. Foley's
TIVE
the "Who's Who" is the first intiSTAMPS
timepiece was hurled violently against
the
of those who had befriend- Honey and Tar Compound ia a quick,
graves
from
came
BRIfiGS YOU THE
mation that the initiative
safe and reliable
the wall.
medicine for
ed
him
while he was in Japan and coughs and colds.family
SPOON
Mrs. Pankhurst. No figures are availIT 'S
In silence Glass shoved his unsteady
A. S. Jones, of
who
died.
had
since
he
Here
Lee
dawn.
victim ahead of him out into the
paid
GENUINE WM.
Chico, Calif., says.
rharmaoy,
able, but it is generally believed that
In the east the sun was rising amid
"Foley's Honey and Tar Compounl
ROGERS &
at least four thousand members of his tributes and laid his wreaths.
no
a riotous splendor. At any other time,
equal, and I recommend it as
After leaving Tokio the doctor will has
SONS' A A
the W. S. P. U. left the society with
containing no narcotics or other
under any other circumstances. Speed
a
tour
of
make
the
STANDARD
provinces.
the Pethick Iawrences.
harmful properties.
O. G. Schaefcr
could not have restrained his admiraand Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
SILVER
tion, for the whole world was a gloriPLATE
ous sparkling panoply of color. But
,
'
Tokio, March 29 lr. Sun
BEAUTIFUL
Chilaren are much more likely to
to the stiff and wearied Eastern lad It
who was
provisional president of contract the contagious diseases when
was all cruelly mocking.
When he
MANY A SUFFERING WOMAN
China from January to March, 1912, they have colds. Whooping couKh.
halted listlessly to view its beauties
Urasa herself painfully throws!
(STER'
has been the lion of Tokio since his diphtheria, scarlet fever and conV
r
, f
B
t.i
he was goaded forward, ever forward,
y
LING) FINISH
d' u, r ' rvo ' s, t ' i
arrival here the middle of February. sumption are diticapf's tbst &r often
tauter and faster, until finally, amid
contracted wh'n the ehiid ban
6 fclwp. not know ins
u
'
Ills reception, official and otherwise, coid.
protests and slp.hs and complaining
1 hiit
aaIs why all
to l.i,ii,ey fcj .,
EMPRES;
Jolulfl, he broke into a heavy,
no
Is
has
aivl
been fclynifSoaiit,
(hero
tl i l'i
1 of
t ly h,
Vx-e cf u'li
1
Jogtrot that, jolted the urUistio I
cm be ou- - doubt that UiO real oljei t of his
'
f
' (i
'
" i j , r i i I I I 4 IIt VJ
i '
Bcniiii entirely out of him.
ti
1
i
to inula friends for f'Mnn, la midiil.p ,ettw
h
I tttiiR'il ill tin's i'y from
ii Mi I .mt V
n 'J
hi ill),; i'1'Mi'.Md with tuieeta.
1
)
I It
i
hi u in
I To
f
la Coiitfiiiitil Monday)
lu ii I... i lu (his ity
i. thtr
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SYNOPSIS.
CHAPTER
of th
Flylnj
Heart ranch are heartbroken over
th
torn of their
d
by
phonograph
mo ucirai oi meir eiiampion in a toot-- c
with the cook of the Centipede
ranch. A house party Is on at the Flying
Heart. J. Wallinirford
cheer lead- at Tale, and Culver Speed,
Covington,
much-prize-

champion runner, are expect-

ed.

Wmi Knees trerhD'llng Deneatu mm
Speed jogged feebly on down the road,
Class puffing at his heels.
When, after covering five miles,
they finally returned to the Flying
Heart, it was with difficulty that they
could drag one foot after another.

Wally Speed was drenched with perspiration, and Glass resembled nothing so much as a steaming pudding;
rivulets of sweat ran down his neck,
his face was purple, his Hps swollen.
have to run alone this
afternoon," panted the tormentor.
CHAPTER III Stovers annnuncempn-"Tin's afternoon?
Haven't I run
that they have a new
causeo
great Joy among the cowboys. Speed and enough for one day?" the victim
his valet, Larry Glass, trainer at Yale, pleaded.
"Glass, old man, ) I'm all
arrive.
in, I tell you; I'm ready to die."
!en
"Got to fry off some more
"
CHAPTER
Blake asks Speed,
who has posed to her as an athlete, to
declared the trainer with vulrace against the Centipede man. The
cowboys loin In the appeal to Wally, and garity. He lumbered into the cookfearing that Helen will find htm out, ha
consents. He insists, however, that he house, radiating heat waves, puffing
like a traction-engine- ,
while his comhall be entered as an unknown,
that Covington will arrive in time figuring
to take panion staggered to the gymnasium,
his Dlac.
CHAPTER
Blake, Speed's
weetheart, suggests to Jean Chapln, sister of the owner
of the ranch, that she
induce Covington, her lovr, to win back
the phonograph. Helen declares that If
Covlnrton won't run, ' Speed will. She
tells Stover, the foreman, that the
h
will be wop back
II-H- elen

phono-crao-

IV-He-

leaf-lard,-

CHAPTER
Glass' direction. begins training
CHAPTER VI-ladies fix up training quarters for Speed.
CHAPTER
glee club singer from Stanford university and in lnvs
with Helen, tries to discredit Speed with
the ladles and the cowboys.
un-d-

eye-lash-

VTT-Fre- sno,

CHATTER VTII Speed And Glass put
t2i
time they are supposed to be
playing cards in a secluded spot.
Ihfl cowboys explain to Speed how much
t!
race means to them, that they have
ragered all their possessions and their
pay for a month in advance. Speed assures them he will do his best.
CHAPTER IX The cowboys tell Glass
It is up to him to see that Speed wins
the race. Willie, the gunman, declares
the trainer will go back east packed in
Ice, If Speed falls.
CHAPTER X A telegram comes from
he Is In Jail at Omaha
Covington saying
for ten Cays. ' Glass In a panto forces
SDeed to begin training In earnest.
In

CHAPTER

XI.

was a terrible hour foi
Wallingford Speed. As
Larry, once he had
the full significance
of the telegram, he became

THAT

fierce electric charge
wrought a chemical alteration in his every fiber; he
aubecame a domineering,
tocrat, obsessed by the one idea of
his own preservation, and not hesitating to use physical force when force
became necessary to lessen his peril.
Repeatedly Speed folded his arms
over his stomach, rocked in the throes
of anguish, and wailed that he was
:perishing of cramps; the trainer only
lenorted with derision. When he refused to don the clothes selected for
him, Glass fell upon him like a raging
iron-wille- d

Igrtzzly.
"You won't, eh?" We'll see!"
Then Speed took refuge In anger,
(but the other cried:

"Never mind the hysterics, Bo.
You're going to run off some blubber

"But I have to go riding!"
"Not a chance!"
"I tell you I'll run when I come
back," maintained the youth, almost
tearfully beseeching. "They're waiting for me."
"Let, 'em gallop you can run alongside."
"With all these sweaters? I'd have
a sunstroke."
"It's the best thing for you. I never
thought of that."
As Glass forced his protege toward
ie house, the other young people ap
peared clad for their excursion; their
horses were tethered to the porch.
And it was an ideal day for a ride-wa- rm,
bright, and inviting.
"We are ready!' called Jean gayly.
Helen
"What in the world "
paused at sight of the swathed figure.
"Are you cold, Mr. Speed?"
"Climb on your horses and get a
start," panted the burly trainer; "he's
goin' to race you ten miles."
"I'm going to do nothing of the
sort. I'm going
But Glass jerked him violently, crying:
"And no talkin' to gala, neither.
You're trainin'. Now, get. move!"
Speed halted stubbornly.
"Hit her up, Wally! G'wan, now-fa- ster!
No loafing, Bo, or I'll wallop
you!" Nor did he cease until they
both paused from exhaustion. Even
then he would not allow his charge to
do more than regain his breath before urging him onward.
"See here," Wally stormed at last,
"what's the use? I can't "
"What's the use? That's the use!"
Glaus pointed to the north, where a
lone horseman was watching them
from a knoll. "D'you know who that
is?"
The rider was email and stoop- -

to"

Iiouldiri'ii,

"Willi!"
"That'

half-whispe-

ssar
"D" You Know Who

That Is?"

and sank into a chair. A moment
later he appeared with two bottles ol
beer, one glued to his lips. Both were
evidently ice cold, judging from the
fog that covered them.
Speed rose with a cry.
"Gee! That looks good!"
But the other, thrusting him aside
without removing the neck of the
bottle from his lips, gurgled:
"No booze, Wally! You're trainin!"
"But I'm thirsty!" shouted the athlete, laying hands upon the full bottle,
and trying to wrench it free.
If you're
"Have a little sense.
thirsty hit the sink." Glass still maintained his hold, mumbling Indistinctly: "Water's the worst thing in the
world. Walt! I'll get you some."
,
to
He stepped into the
return an instant later with a cup hall
full.
"Rinse out your mouth, and
don't swallow it all."
"All! There isn't that much. Ugh!
It's lukewarm. I want a bucket ot
bunk-room-

ice-wat-er

cosy-corne- r,

suppose

you

we could

"Could we!" Glass propped himself
eagerly upon one elbow. "Leave it to
me."

"No!" Wally
rubbing him-el- f
witl.-lookdown. "I can't
would
Fresno
get
like
a
ing
quitter.
her sure."
"What's' the difference If you're
of a cloud with a gold guitar
in your lap?"
"Oh, they won't kill us."
s
is
"I tell you these
and run
If
here
you
stay
desp'rate.
that race next Saturday, she'll tiptoe
up on Sunday and put a rose in your
hand, sure. I can see her now, al!
in black. Take it from me, Wally, we,
ain't goin' to have no luck in this
ut

tiling."
"My dear fellow, the simplest way
out ot the difficulty is for me to injure myself "
"Here!" Glass hopped to his feet
and dove through thn blankets. "None
Have a little regard fur ni'i.
of that!
If you go luine it's my curtain "
All that, day the trainer stayed close
lo hia charKf, never allowing liim oui
:il his nt(.'lit, iiliil wlh'li, latH lu the lift
al the eeplon
m.iia, ''a il r

,,

CIhi

iii'

i i

ly Mirur;i:i:d

hi

T.il-

long-draw-

n

sea-lions-

Forbes-Robertso-

n

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
you

j

run

away?"

H

1

.

d

"Do

onr-e-th-

r.
For YOU!

"Nothing doing! I won't stand to
have your epictetus chilled."
"My what?"
"Never mind now. Oft with them
clothes, and get under that Bhower. 1
guess It'll feel pretty good
Speed obeyed instructions sullenly,
while his trainer, reclining in the
uncorked the second
bottle. From behind the blanket curtains where the barrel stood, the former demanded:
"What did you mean by saying I'd
have to run again this afternoon?"
"Starts!" said Glass, shortly.
"Starts?"
"Fast work. We been loafing so
far; you got to get some ginger."
"Rats! What's the use?"
"No use at all. You couldn't outrun a steam-rollebut if you won't
duck out, I've got to do my best. I'd
as
as lirtf die of a gunshct-wounstarve to death In the desert."
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LOT OF APPLES

OFFICER

MEN'S HATS

Finch's Golden Wedding xtye, aged
in the wood. Direct from the distillery to you! At the iobby, of course.

KUN

Cleaners
523 Sixth St,

- Phone Miia 35

Pas-cnali-

The Charles Ilfeld company has filed
suit In the district court against Julian
Tuttle and V. P. John, proprietors of
Mercantile company.
Charles Liebschner, the "mayor of the Tuttle-JohAgua Zarca," yesterday purchased of Estancia. The suit is an attachfrom William Whalen a new Overland ment proceeding to secure J350 allegautomobile Model 69. He drove it ed to be due to the plaintiff for goods
sold and delivered.
out to his ranch last night.
n

J. H. STEARNS
GROCER."

The city hall, which heretofore has
not been connected with the city
sewer, was connected yesterday. The
city hall is in much need of many
other improvements and plans are being made to provide them.

Governor McDonald recently issued
a call for funds for the reliet of the
stricken sufferers in Omaha and other districts that have teen affected
during the recent flood. Already a
number of the Las Vegas citizens
have responded. The San Miguel
The committee in charg.- of the en- bank and many other business houses
tertainment at the Browne theater have sent contributions for the fund.
last iiight wish to thank each and every one who so kindly assisted In
Word has been received here that
making the show a success and also Joe Hile of Watrous, who formerly
the general public for their
was employed in the First National
bank as collector, seriously cut his
right foot yesterday and It was necThe first burial vault that has been
essary for the doctors to take several
installed in a local cemetery was Bitlcheg in the injurea member. Joe
built last week. This vault is built was cutting a block of wood and the
of cement ten inches thick on the axe slipped from the block and cut
sides. A pedestal is Duilt on each his foot
end of the vault on which the coffin
is placed. The entire vault Is reinThe tickets for the isew York Laforced with iron rods and is expected
dies Trio, which were open to the
to last indefinitely. It was built by
railway employes on 'last Thursday
"Scotty" Smith."
and Friday and today for the general
public, have all been given out and
Margarito Romero, the well known the attendance will be large at the
mercantile and mining man who has concert
tonight at the Y. M. C. A.
been the proprietor and manager of All
reserved tickets will be held unthe famous El Porvenir summer resort til 8:30 and alter that time will he
for the past few years, has moved into available to all. The concert will start
the city and taken up his residence
promptly at 8:30 o'clock and everyon North National avenue in the resiIs requested to be in his seat
body
dence formerly occupied by Mrs. Han-n- a at
time to avoid confusion.
that
Friedmann. Mr. Romero will not
have charge of El Porvenir resort this
citizens
A number of Lms
-

THE OLD RELIABLE

AIN WAGON
V

& Co.

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

M L M
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
nanmai. Qm
Q O iJ O OP

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS.

MADE FROM

PASTEURIZED r CREAM
ASK YOUR. fiROCEF.
IT SATISFIES
Co
CRYSTAL
i v

CRE-AMER-Y

Vegas
who have relatives in the stricken
district in Omaha' and other places

season.

The Hame ot tie Eest

of Everything Eatable

delicatessen and cooking department to our store which will be kept
in the most sanitary condition. We
have an expert market and delicatessen man in charge, and at any
time when you need anything In

A

that line call

4

Phone Mean

18

AT THE GUAAF & IIAYVARD CO. STTORE

Our Spring Rug Display Is Now Ready

watching train No. 4 pulling into the
railroad yards, was struck by a num-- !
ber of cars w hich were being backed
to the coal chutes. He sustained eev-- 1
erai injuries of a Eerious nature.
Norris was in the yard office at the
time train No. 4 pulled in. He at
once started out to inspect tbe train,
and while crossing one of the tracks
was hit in the back by a string of
cars being switched and knocked between the rails unconscious. Fortunately he fell in the middle of th
track, escaping the wheels. As soon
as possible the train wag stopped and
Norris was pulled from under the
cars. He sustained several cuts and
scratches on the face and a number
of internal Injuries. He was taken at
once to the local Santa Fe hospital
and this morning was resting easily.
Mr. Norris is popular with the San- Fe men and the news of the accident,
which might have been fata'i, is received with regret.
Santa Fe train No. last night was
made up of 13 coacnes. This was
the longest passenger trIn to pass
through this city for a year. The
extra equipment wis "dead head"
cars. Train No. 2 and both sections
of train No. 4 were late yesterday. A
quarry gang olasting east of San Bernardino, Calif, threw Heavy roefcs
on the track, causing the delay.
J. E. Field, the civil engineer who
has been in cliarge of the surveys
and investigations being made by the
Utah capitalists who have an option
upon the construction of the Cam-fiel- d
irrigation project, has been appointed state engineer of Colorado
by Governor Amnions oi that state,
which reached
according to news
here today. Should Mr. Field accept
the appointment, he probably will
cease his operations. Mr. Field, however, is a member of a firm composed
of three engineers and one of his
partners doubtless will finish the
work. Mr. Field at present is in Denver, having been called there several
days ago. He is expected to return
to Las Vegas tonight or tomorrow,
when it is expected he will announce
his plans.

rei" by Shumann and a number or
At a short session of the probate
stereopticon views entitled "Stations court held this morning at the court
of the Cross will be shown. A coi- house, Judge Adelaido Tafoya appointail.
to
extended
Is
invitation
dial
ed Frank Roy us administrator of the
estate of the late D. J. Oslorne, who
Mr. Roy
died recently in Denver.
furnished bond iu the sum of $2,600.
Mr. Osborne, while he did not reside
in New Mexico, was the owner of
some property here and owed $512.50
to the Gallinas Irrigated Land company. It was for the purpose of settling up his aTfairs here that the adis
ministrators of his estate In Colorado
of
the
and the season
year
asked for the appointment of an ad- approaching- when the wearers
minstrator in Las Vegas.
must depend upon the skill of
Word was brought iuto the city tothe ironer for the "natty" ap
day to the effect that the wedding of
pcarance of her tub dresses.
Miss Sadie Tipton and Mr. A. L. Wil
son of Watrous will occur tomorrow
Do you know we do this
evening at the Methodist church at
from
These two young people are
the
lift
Watrous.
dress
a
and
work,
we'll known here and the news of
common place to one that shows
their wedding will be Interesting to
taste and refinement and makes
Vegans. Mies Tipton is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tipton of
the wearer seem daintily clad?
Watrous, while Mr. Wilson is
school teacher in the public schools
Our Prices Are Popular
at that place. A three months' hon:
eymoon had bcpn planned by the cou-pbut tlie recent action of the
t
school !i;;ir'1 hi that the schools
eff-a
Watrou v. Ill be roji-rihhWH-Ii'-s
in
vacation, has
people to shorten Die "'!p i
8 week for liie:
picteM, Jicv. Mr.
ctiiiicli ii t
rif Df itn' Me( li.i!it!7 lJaul:Ut An
M:il fit
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J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
Complete Home Furnishers

Jefferson Raycold. Pretident.
Haiiett Raynolds, cashier.
H. Krl Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

E. D. Eaynoldg, Vice President
S. B. Davis, Vice Prwldect
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Capital,

$100,000

Sckplis, and Undivided Hkofits

S35.3CC-

Our Depositors Receive Even Courtesy and Accommodation 'ithin the Scope of Good Backing.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

THERE IS KO LIE ON THE LABEL
THEBE IS KO LYE IN THE CAN

"HUNTS QUALITY
"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

HITS"

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" if you wsvnt the highest
quality in canned fruits

At

want the BEST
and most Sanitary

J. H. STEARNS

If So Here's a Qiance For You

If you

The beautiful H- C. Smith home Cor. 4th aad Washington,
can be ha-- at a bargain for a short time. Lot 100x142, 2
story
brick house 7 rooms and bath, thoroughly modern in every
respect.
See Ls For Price and Terms
-

i
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Bakery Goods
in Greater Las Vegas
send your order to

oouGiiei

s

We carry the finest
assortment of the

Bakers Art
ever sold over

The Investment & Agency Corporation
MAIN 40

the

counter

Fresh Every Day

f-Y

yP. 4

- V.? -

If it may be termed a sciesce
"include a means

The

Science of
Selling

arm

ninst

of presenting the

proposition to the greatest cumber
;

of prospective

b

jjers. To reach this
cls'iS in the southwest en ie
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Are You Planning on Buying a Home?

d

Laundry

Before buying yovir Spring TLvg
see us. WVwill both save money

BELIEVE THIS

Every Woman Is

-

We Are Adding

i

In the booth of the United Steel
that have been affected by serious
company at the Garden show was storms for the past week have' reshown a front axle of a Ford car ceived
notice that all are safe. Dr.
which had been "punished" in the
W. R. Tipton received notice from his
torsion machine at the University son, who resides in that part of the
of Michigan.
For over two days the
country, that he is safe though the
steel experts at Ann Arbor were try- destruction was
great, jobn Kinney,
ing to tie the axle in a knot. Two stenographer for George Fleming,
ATTENTION, ODD FELLOWS.
macomplete turns of the torsion
has received notice from his parents,
members and visiting brothers
All
chine were made, and the Ford axle who reside at
Finley, Ohio, that they
to be present at the
refused to break. The attempt to are a'iso out of danger from the are requested
to be held on Monregular
meeting
abantie the axle into a knot was
floods.
March
31, 1913, at 7:30
night,
day
to
was
difficult
doned because it
for
of meeting
the
o'clock
purpose
handle the steel in the torsion
County Clerk Lorenzo Delgado and the grand master. By order of the
his deputy, William B. Stapp, have re- - noble grand.
ceived from the board of equalization
T. M. ELWOOD, Secretary.
An interesting musical and pictorial
a list of Instructions to be used by
First
the
at
program will be given
the county commissioners in fixing
CARD OF THANKS.
Methodist Episcopal church, corner
values for taxation. Railroads, teleMrs. A. P. Moran hereby expresses
Eighth and National, tomorrow even- phone and telegraph lines and similar
adher thanks to the friends, Knights of
ing beginning at 7:30 o'clock. In
conorations are to be taxed at true
dition to th3 regular hymns there will value, while uo figure is to be placed Columbus, and others who were j
be an anthem by the chorus choir en- on range cattle, horses, goats and kind during the illness and death of
her husband.
titled "Teach Me the Thing Thoa
sheep until further notice from the
Would'st Have Me to Do," by Florin. boar of equalization, which expects to
The choir also will sing "Crossing the make an exhaustive investigation be
Bar," by Nevin. Mr. Edward Hite will fore issuing instructions.
play a violin solo entitled "Traume

Interested In Dress

At

C

m

Last uii;ht at about 11 o'clock San- ta Fe Special Officer Norris, while

A marriage license was issued this
morning at the court house to Antonio
Garcia, aged 50, of Sheridan, and
Sedillo, aged 40, of

6 POUNDS FOR. 25c

uvtK

I

,,

POLICEMAN
SANTA FE SPECIAL
MANGLED
BEING
ESCAPES
BY WHEELS, HOWEVER.

Parisian Dry

Wright was employed in the
grocery department of the Graaf and
Hayward company's store today in the
capacity of salesman.
L. F.

1

CARS

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Adv.

NORMS;

rum niirn nu

CLEANED and BLOCKED

Try a dram of Old "Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

PER. BOX

SATURDAY, MARCH 29, 1913.
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WANT COLUMNS

